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Abstract 

Female oppression is prevalent in Indian society, exemplified in the undervalue of garment work. 
Women make up a vast majority of garment workers in India, many of whom live in informal 
settlements and tend to work from home with domestic duties limiting their financial independence. 
Today’s rapid urbanisation in India, with dominating power from the Global North, is resulting in 
the mass production of fast fashion and a decline of traditional textile crafts. India has cultivated 
its knowledge of textiles over centuries producing more than 120 distinct weaves; these skills are 
diminishing at present due to the current global industry, which sustains the ongoing ill-treatment of 
workers and depletes the Earth’s natural resources. There are few people who acquire traditional 
craft skills and a small portion who are willing to learn due to minimal job prospects.

This research project aims to empower women living in informal settlements in Ahmedabad, India, 
by reviving textile crafts through localising production. The empowerment of women is accomplished 
by a cooperative business model centering on workers’ rights resulting in financial independence, 
education and development of skills. Located within a housing settlement the project aims to break 
barriers that hinder female employment.  Architecturally the design uses regenerative processes such 
as rainwater collection, local materials and gardens for self-sufficiency. The design is constructed 
by locals obtaining self-build skills furthering independence of these women and their communities. 
Through the empowerment of women, the design aims to uplift the wider community.  

Bazaar/ Market

Basti / Informal Settlement 

Chawl/ A large building divided into many separate tenements, 
offering cheap, basic accommodation to labourers.

Chulah/ Stove

Jali / Brick screen 

Jati/ Caste

Kapada/ Clothing 

Kapasa/  Cotton 

Kutcha/ Kutcha houses constitute a semi-permanent or temporary 
accommodation, due to materials such as tarpolin, thatch, loosely 
packed stones and bamboo running the risk of destruction. 

Mashru/ Woven textile consisting of silk and cotton 

Otla/ The otla is the plinth bordering the street and forming the 
space around the doorway of the house.

Patola/ Patola is a double ikat woven sari, usually made from silk, 
made in Patan, Gujarat, India 

Pucca/ Pucca housing refers to dwellings that are designed to be 
solid and permanent. This term is applied to housing in South Asia built 
of substantial material such as stone, brick, cement, concrete, or timber.

Supply Chain/ A supply chain is a network between a company and 
its suppliers to produce and distribute a specific product or service. 

Swadeshi / Swa - Self, Desh- Country

Tankoo/ Water tank

Vaav/ Stepp well

Vastu Shastra/ Science of Architecture

Glossary 
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For many years India has placed great importance on its' textile skills and production. 
Ahmedabad’s coastal location and many cotton farms have allowed it to have a long 
history of textile production. Due to rapid garment production in the East and great 
demand in the West, recent years have seen countries such as India exporting to the 
West through their high production rates at low cost. Throughout India, many women, 
particularly those of the lower castes, work in the textile and garment industry to create 
income for their families. Many of these women are working from their homes. Working 
from home allows them to maintain family and cultural responsibilities of caring for 
their household and children. With the majority of work done at home, the wages 
and conditions of these women are not regulated. Furthermore, a large number are 
working from informal settlements. These families’ conditions are unsafe and unethical, 
commonly working in dusty and dimly lit spaces.1 From garment workers to the 
consumer the fabric becomes a connection between people who touch this material.

Informal settlements are typical in urban India, with corrugated roofs, tarpaulin like 
fabrics, and many materials to create shelter consisting of cheap, makeshift housing. 
With the influx of large scale structures to provide housing, there is a lack of small scale 
structures that are self-built and benefit occupants of informal settlements for housing or 
economic reasons. The motivation behind this project is to empower women who reside 
in informal settlements by reviving a diminishing textile craft overtaken by the current 
fast fashion industry.

1. Siddarth Kara, Tainted Garments, 2019, 7, https://blumcenter.berkeley.edu/siddharth-karas-garment-research-re-
ceives-international-press-attention/

This project aims to empower women in Ahmedabad, India, by proposing a centre for the revival 
of textile crafts and using traditional Indian architectural methods. In order to achieve this, the will 
propose to provide a place to:

• Upskill and educate women who reside in informal settlements 
• Employ women to produce textiles, in order to provide financial independence 
• Revive the diminishing craft of mashru significant to India’s culture
• Use local methods of architecture as an act of resistance to the current global influences from 

the West

To reach these aims, this project will:
• Show how a colonial past has influenced existing political frameworks that lead these 

women to be in disadvantaged positions with little financial independence.
• Study local Indian architecture by analysing influences by Indian identity. 
• Design an architectural response that assists Indian architectural identity and formulates 

spaces to revive textile traditions. 

Background of Project Aims
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Research Question 

How can architecture empower female garment workers through the revival of textiles in the informal 
settlements of Ahmedabad, India?

This project fosters women’s empowerment within the Hollywood Basti informal settlement by 
reviving the diminishing textile craft of mashru. This project centres around women due to their 
position in Indian society, which often prevents financial independence. Women make up a 
large portion of garment workers, many of whom work from home. An informal settlement is an 
optimal location for this project for residents to work close to home. Empowerment is gained 
by sourcing local materials and implementing self-built methods to create a self-sustaining 
environment where women can upskill and work as a cooperative, leading them to financial 
independence. References to Indian architectural methods are demonstrated by water collection 
assisting with the dying process of mashru, watering the garden and general use. The self-build 
methods will up-skill and involve the informal settlement community, and building materials 
such as bricks, earth floors, and bamboo will be locally sourced and produced.  Fulfilling these 
objectives will enhance the families of these women leading to community regeneration. 

Scope and Limitations 

This project does not attempt to provide housing for occupants of the settlement, alternatively 
proposes a centre for the learning of skills and opportunities for self-sustaining employment, 
enhancing employment opportunities will lead to improving their finances and living situations. 
This design does not exceed the settlement boundary due to contested land and an overall 
lack of space in urban areas. This space is not open to the public; it is a secure, safe space for 
women who do not impose the existing settlements’ homes and businesses. Initially the project 
entailed visits to the site, talking to women in order to co-design this project, however due to 
circumstances being present on site was not possible. The co-design values remain in this project 
through a cooperative business model. 
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State of Knowledge 

The methods applied to conduct and enhance this research project are precedence and literature 
relevant for colonial, political and economic context. 
 
Obtaining information from interviews, books, and journal articles on the relevant fields were all 
methods undertaken to understand this project further. 

The design process consisted of multiple iterations of sketches influenced by weaving processes, 
Vastu shastra spatial layout, and local Indian architectural approaches. 

Methodology  

The rise of globalisation demanding mass production contributes to the rapid growth 
of India’s urban spaces. A colonial past and capitalist values influence growth 
which centres around economic gain, disregarding the human quality of life and 
environmental impacts. Informal settlements lacking sanitation, access to water and 
safe housing are born through congested urban spaces; the most affected are the urban 
poor, particularly women and children. Alongside this, the mass market of the fashion 
industry has seen a decrease in knowledge and skill of traditional Indian textiles such as 
mashru; and a rise of mass produced clothes leading to informal work taking place at 
workers’ homes receiving little pay or financial independence.

This research project looks at literature and precedents that discusses current informal 
settlement solutions, India’s colonial past to revive cultural traditions and women’s 
positions in global supply chains to strengthen this project’s aim to empower women 
through the revival of Indian textile production.

The following research by urban design professors Manish Chalana and Jeffrey Hou 
in Messy Urbanism Understanding the “other” Cities of Asia discusses the negative 
perceptions of informal settlements. Chalana and Hou emphasise the valuable social 
and economic qualities these spaces provide, often deemed unorganised; they dissect 
case studies from multiple Asian cities discussing the order and hierarchy of informal 
spaces. This text allows for a broader perspective of informal organisational patterns 
and the relationship between informal and formal production. They conclude on 
community participatory processes that engage communities for further developing a 
design. The matters discussed in Messy Urbanism Understanding the “other” Cities of 
Asia are pivotal to further understand this project’s active surrounding environment and 
ways of enhancing already existing informal patterns.2 

2. Manish Chalana and Jeffrey Hou, “Messy Urbanism: Understanding the “Other” Cities of Asia” (Hong Kong: Hong 
Kong University Press, 2016), 155. 

The second text that provided vital information to this project is Public-Private 
Partnerships for Urban Poor in Ahmedabad: A Slum Project by Uttara Chauhan and 
Niraj Lal. This piece highlights the disconnect between citizens who reside in informal 
settlements, government and private establishments. The text elaborates the need 
for NGOs, government and corporate organisations to achieve improved informal 
settlements. Chauhan and Lal’s discussions provide crucial knowledge for this project’s 
relationships with more expansive community organisations which do not rely on the 
government to strengthen business and informal settlements.3

The third text by Smitha Radhakrishnan in Limiting Theory: Rethinking approaches to 
cultures of globalisation and her discussion in the video When Empowerment Fails: 
Gendered Work in India’s Polarised Service Economy discusses issues women face 
attempting to achieve financial independence in a globalised society.4 Radhakrishnan 
discusses the complexities of women in Indian society, particularly dalits or 
untouchables who are considered of a lower caste in India. The text highlights the 
importance of female empowerment for vulnerable women. 

3. Uttara Chauhan, and Niraj Lal, “Public-Private Partnerships for Urban Poor in Ahmedabad: A Slum Project,” 
Economic and Political Weekly 34, no. 10/11 (1999): 636-642, accessed April 28, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/sta-
ble/4407736.
4. Smitha Radhakrishnan, “Limiting Theory: Rethinking approaches to cultures of globalization,” Routledge International 
Handbook of Globalization Studies, Edited by Brian S. Turner, Oxon: Routledge, 2010: 34 https://www.academia.
edu/9580524/Limiting_Theory_Rethinking_approaches_to_cultures_of_globalization.
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TEXTILES IN 
INDIA 

2
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Colonisation and Textiles in India 

Figure 1. Handloom. (By author)

Over thousands of years India has cultivated its' skills of textiles producing 156 distinct 
weaves, currently these techniques are witnessing a demise with the rise of industrial 
production. Reviving traditional textile production is a form of women’s empowerment 
as a means of cultural reclamation through acknowledgement of skill. Women work with 
textiles and lack recognition for their craft receiving less pay than male counterparts. 
This section analyses the power taken away from India’s textiles trade and the resulting 
oppression it caused. The techniques used to tackle colonisation through textiles, 
translate to the context of this project by empowering women in the current neo-colonial 
environment, by revival of textile traditions in India by cultural preservation. 

Past cultural extraction has contributed to the current textile industries decline of 
traditional textile production. From the 1880’s India was colonised by the British, 
Portuguese and Dutch, finally gaining independence in 1947. During this period, 
colonialism was considered an “extension of civilisation”; it disregarded other cultures, 
placing a romantic view to educate the rest of the world.5 Indian cultural practices such 
as yoga, traditional crafts and Ayurveda were banned, leading to an intergenerational 
loss of cultural knowledge. It is crucial to practise these traditional crafts for cultural 
preservation.6

Cotton is an integral part of textile production in India. In order to reach women’s 
empowerment in this project, cotton production requires prioritising the lives of cotton 
farmers, for all women connected to this project to be empowered.

5. Tirthankar Roy, “Economic Reforms and Textile Industry in India,” Economic and Political Weekly 33, no. 32 (1998): 2179, 
accessed May 10, 2021, http://www.jstor.org/stable/4407075. 
6. Roy, “Economic Reforms and Textile Industry in India,”  2179
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India and Cotton 

Figure 3. Indian agriculture and crops. Gouache drawing.

Craft as Culture  

Before the industrial revolution, India was the cotton manufacturing centre of the world. 
Situated between the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal, India sits in a prime trading 
location. High production of cotton meant India was highly skilled in techniques of 
growing cotton. Initially, the indigenous species of cotton grown were resilient to 
weeds and would not require chemical pesticides. In 1720 England banned imports 
of cotton fabrics from India and provided India with low cost, manufactured materials 
from Europe. Millions of Indian weavers lost their jobs. However, in the 1790s, Britain 
introduced American cotton varieties to grow in India; this variety was preferable for 
spinning in the industrial mills of Lancashire.7 To limit India’s flourishing economy, Britain 
banned exports of completed cotton garments to the UK, exported raw materials to 
Europe and created tariffs for exports of Indian cloth, harming the production of India’s 
textiles. In 1851 Lancashire mills were producing fabric, creating unemployment for 
Indian textile workers.8

During colonial rule, the swadeshi movement was popular in the fight for independence. 
Swadeshi translates as self-sufficiency, Swa means self or own and desh means 
country. Mahatma Gandhi, one of the prominent figures of this movement, believed 
hand spinning and khadi weaving were essential to India’s economic development 
and freedom from colonial domination.9 Gandhi encouraged Indians to boycott British 
clothing, and he encouraged people to spin and wear their khadi.10 By reclaiming and 
localising cotton production, Indians were making an active political stand against the 
colonial power over India.

7. Joseph Kay, “INDIA’S COTTON TEXTILE INDUSTRY.” Journal of the Royal Society of Arts 100, no. 4886 (1952): 848-59, 
accessed May 17, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/41368174. 
8. Tirthankar. “Economic Reforms and Textile Industry in India.”  
9. “Global Currents,” The Business of Fashion, accessed March 17, 2021, https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/glob-
al-currents/4. 
10. Sanchari Pal, “The Fascinating History of the Fabric That Became a Symbol of India’s Freedom Struggle,” The Better India, 
April 12, 2017, https://www.thebetterindia.com/95608/khadi-history-india-gandhi-fabric-freedom-fashion/. 

In the 1960s, post-independence India went through massive famines and droughts, 
which led to the ‘Green Revolution, introducing to the country high yielding rice, wheat, 
and cotton species.11 Today ninety six percent of cotton in India is grown using this high 
yielding American seed. At the start of each season, farmers purchase seeds for crops, 
and harmful chemicals to aid growth. Farmers tend to work with little safety equipment 
harming their health. Previously the indigenous seeds were saved and replanted the 
following year; they were highly adaptable to climatic conditions of the land and did 
not require harsh chemicals. The loss of these seeds took away the regenerative process 
of farming that was beneficial to the environmental ecosystem.
According to the 2021 State of India’s Environment (SoE) report twenty-eight farmers 
commit suicide in India each day.12 Factors contributing to this are the loss of crops due 
to monsoons, pests and lack of water. When farmers do not produce enough crops, they 
cannot sustain their farms, families, and themselves, leading to suicide. Farmers require 
a stable financial income to prevent this from occurring.13Many farmers are currently 
risking their lives protesting at removing a law that permits them a minimum amount 
of profit for their crops. This changing political environment has heavily influenced 
production costs of cotton, environmental damage and demand for cotton. All factors 
that enable the upkeep of the fast fashion industry.

11. Eliazer Nelson, A.R.L., Ravichandran, K. & Antony, U, “The impact of the Green Revolution on indigenous crops of India” 
Journal of Ethnic Food. Food 6, no. 8 (2019),  https://doi.org/10.1186/s42779-019-0011-9 
12 “State of India’s Environment: Why Farmers Kill Themselves,” DTE Staff, accessed February 24, 2021, https://www.down-
toearth.org.in/blog/agriculture/state-of-india-s-environment-why-farmers-kill-themselves-75648.  
13. DTE Staff ,“State of India’s Environment: Why Farmers Kill Themselves.”.

The projects focus on reviving Indian textile craft is integral to the upkeep of Indian 
cultural traditions. Hindu and Muslim religions in India have historically acquired 
traditional Indian textiles in their practices. From wedding ceremonies, royal traditions, 
and religious practise, traditional Indian fabrics hold immense cultural value to Indian 
traditions. In Hindu wedding ceremonies, the bride traditionally wears a red saree to 
symbolise commitment and fertility. During the ceremony, the couple will stand under a 
mandap (altar) adorned with embroidered fabrics. During the saptapadi process, the 
bride and groom will tie their sash and veil together and circle a ceremonial fire seven 
times, signifying blessings from Hindu Gods. In Muslim weddings similarly brides wear 
intricate fabrics embellshed with gold and silver in bright colors. Alongside reviving 
textile crafts, these fabrics preserve cultural traditions. 

With the cultural extraction that occurred, many processes creating these textiles 
are diminishing and are replaced with alternative mass produced methods. Textile 
production methods are traditionally slow processes involving natural dyes and 
organic fabrics, easy on the environment. Slow fashion at present is receiving immense 
awareness as brands are encouraged to be transparent in their processes. People 
produce craft, but crafts produce people as a carrier of culture. The method of creating 
these textiles brings with it the identity and history of the region.14 Fabrics such as 
Banarasi, Mashru and Patola all have cultural and religious connotations. Banarasi is 
native to the spiritual Varanasi region consisting of intricate and extravagant embroidery 
woven onto silk; Muslims introduced this, therefore, has floral and geometric patterns as 
humans and animals are not depicted in Islam.

14. Kay Mohlman, “Craft-as-Industry and Craft-as-Culture: Analysing Handicraft Production in Commercialized Asia and 
Beyond,” Southeast Asian Journal of Social Science 27, no. 1 (1999): 126, accessed April 27, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/
stable/24492983
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Figure 4. Mashru Fabric Figure 5. Indian Weaver 1781 

The mashru fabric is a woven mix of silk and cotton, produced in the northern regions 
of Kutch and Patan of Gujarat and required seven to eight people to create. The term 
‘mashru’ translates as ‘permitted’ in Arabic and the Gujrati word ‘Mishru’ means 
mixture. In Islam, it is believed that silk should not touch a person’s skin; therefore, it 
is woven together with cotton to be ‘permitted’. The cotton side of the fabric touches 
the skin , and the silk displayed on the outside.15 Historically this made mashru a chief 
export to the Middle East, prevalent during the Ottoman Empire. The blending of both 
cotton and fabric commonly allowing the fabric to be worn in Hindu and Muslim 
cultures is a signifier of connection between religions.16

Patola is a form of weaving sacred to the Patan people. Patan is 125km north of 
Ahmedabad. In 1143AD, the ruler of Gujarat and Rajasthan was incredibly fond of 
Patola woven fabrics and had the weavers relocated from the Maharashtra region 
further north to Patan in Gujarat. Traditionally only passed down through families, the 
loss of this skill has led to willingness to teach a broader range of people. The completed 
textile takes six months to two years to produce and is a form of ikat weaving which 
refers to tying and dying. This tying and dying process is usually repeated four to fives 
times, depending on the design.17 

15. Madhu Sharan and Dr Vibha Kalaiya, “Traditional Textiles: Its Variegated Charm in Royalty of Kachchh”: International 
Journal of Scientific Research 5, no. 7 (August 2016): 21, https://www.researchgate.net/publication/313916242_Tradition-
al_Textiles_Its_Variegated_Charm_in_Royalty_of_Kachchh.
16. Team Gaatha, “Mashru - Patan” (Gaatha, December 4, 2010), https://gaatha.org/Craft-of-India/detail-research-mash-
ru-weaving-patan/.
17. Sharan and Kalaiya, "Traditional Textiles: Its Variegated Charm in Royalty of Kachchh"

Textiles have continuously played a significant role in India’s culture, religion and 
economy. Past cultural extraction is contributing to the current fashion industry which is 
built and relies on the exploitation from the Global South to supply the Global North 
leaving workers little rights and ownership over their work.18 The current competitive 
market with cheaper options may insinuate traditional crafts are not in demand. 
However with the current awareness of reviving textiles and slow regenerative processes 
there is a growing market for these crafts today. In the material discussed, it is clear that 
Indians have used localisation and self-sufficient methods to revolt against the colonial 
and capitalist systems. These systems are prevalent today resulting in the oppression of 
garment workers. Therefore, reviving textile crafts by localising production is imperative 
to the empowerment of women. 

18. Laurie, Timothy; Stark, Hannah; Walker, Briohny, “Critical Approaches to Continental Philosophy: Intellectual Community, 
Disciplinary Identity, and the Politics of Inclusion”, Parrhesia: A Journal of Critical Philosophy, (2019):15
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SUPPLY CHAIN

3

A supply chain refers to the full process of production, in fashion this refers to the 
garments production; how the materials are sourced, how the garment is created, to 
the consumer purchasing the garment. 
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Figure 6. Colonial Trading Routes. (By author)

Colonial Trading Routes 

Europe to Africa 
Colonial Era: iron, guns, textile 
Now: machinery, consumer goods 

Africa to America
Colonial Era: slave routes
Now: cocoa, gems, gold 

North America to Europe
Colonial Era: cotton, sugar, tobacco
Now: aerospace, machinery, weapons

Asia to Africa 
Colonial Era: silk, spice, rice, tea 
Now: electronics, textile, consumer goods

 
This section examines the power structures in global and local supply chains. The 
following research discussed looks at the inequalities garment working women face 
in India and how the Global North is profiting at the expense of their wellbeing 
proceeding colonisation, and looking at systems that aim to empower workers. 

Sociologist Immanuel Wallerstein and other theorists argue capitalist and colonial 
values that rely on the extraction and exploitation of resources, raw materials, and 
cheap labour from the global South to create maximum profit generate mass-market 
supply chains.19 Following the 1980s, and the independence of most nations, countries 
from the Global North created laws with many developing nations to ease trade 
relations. Due to the lack of transparent legal and regulatory frameworks in countries 
of the Global South, companies continue to abuse this power. Several causes are the 
desire from the leaders of developing nations to grow economically and the lack of 
power citizens of the global South have in these decisions.20 
Although the Global South has a larger population, the Global North predominantly 
informs decisions. This diagram shows how the past systems of control over the South are 
echoing the present. 

19. Terence K. Hopkins, “Commodity Chains in the World-Economy Prior to 1800,” ed. Immanuel Wallerstein, (Research 
Foundation of State University of New York), vol. 10: 2005, accessed November 21, 2020, https://www.jstor.org/sta-
ble/40241052.
20. Salvatore Babones, and Zhang Xi, “HETEROGENEITY IN THE GLOBAL SOUTH IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
INCOME INEQUALITY AND FOREIGN TRADE,” International Review of Modern Sociology 34, no. 1 (2008): 99,  ac-
cessed May 10, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/41421660. 
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Global 

Figure 7. Typical Zara Supply Chain. (By author)

Large overseas companies such as Zara and H & M are known for their mass 
production of fast fashion using these trading routes resulting in vast amounts of water, 
trees and resources wasted to produce clothes with a short-lived life. Typically within 
two weeks, companies can create a garment from design to completion. Figure 7. shows 
the substantial amount of travel required for a piece of clothing as a result.21 

An example of a typical garment process at Zara: 

1. Fabric sourced in China 
2. Sent to manufacturing centre in Madrid 
3. Sent to Ahmedabad Factory 
4. Factory sends to an informal worker in slum 
5. Sent back to factory in Ahmedabad 
6. From factory sent to distribution centre in Spain 
7. From Spain distributed globally 

21. M Hugos, “Zara Clothing Company Supply Chain,” Self Employed Women’s Association, accessed January 4, 2020, 
https://www.scmglobe.com/zara-clothing-company-supply-chain/.
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Homeworkers

Figure 8.  Typical Supply Chain Process. (By author) 

Factories based in developing countries will often struggle to complete the excessive 
amounts of work they undertake due to competitive demand in the industry, resulting in 
overworking their staff. Alternatively, factories will employ a subcontractor for this work. 
Predominantly this will be women who live within informal settlements in need of work. 
However, due to domestic and childcare responsibilities they are unable to work in 
factories. Communication is almost non-existent between the factory management and 
homeworkers resulting in limited ways to dispute any work issues.22 

22. Dena Freeman, “Homeworkers in Global Supply Chains,” Greener Management International no. No.43: 108, accessed 
February 14–14, 2021, https://www.jstor.org/stable/greemanainte.43.107?seq=1.

WIEGO’s (Women in Informal Employment Globalising and Organising) survey of 
Lahore, Bangkok and Ahmedabad found all of Ahemdebad’s homeworkers were sub 
contracted. 23 WIEGO claims those who work from home tend to be poorer than those 
working in factories as they usually pay for needles, thread, and electricity if they have 
access to sewing machines. Alongside this, women working from home tend to face 
isolation where they are cannot support each other for workers rights. In some cases, 
children are also working; children are preferred for embroidery work, as their smaller 
fingers and sharper eyes allow them to be precise with detail.24 The US Department 
of Labour 2020 lists China, India, Malaysia, Pakistan and Bangladesh, among many, 
report forced labour, child labour and abuse at every stage of production of a piece 
of clothing.25 According to World Vision 40.2 percent of garments exported to New 
Zealand have links to slave labour. 

23. Marty Chen et al., “Our Work &amp; Impact,” WIEGO, accessed March 17, 2021, https://www.wiego.org/our-work-
impact.
24. “Ibid”
25. Unknown, “2020 List of Goods Produced By Child Labour or Forced Labour” (Department of Labour United States of 
America), accessed May 10, 2021,

Globalisation has created a competitive consumer demand in the mass market for 
low-cost garments. It drives garment prices down and produces a high turnover of 
production, unethical working conditions, and privatisation, creating unprincipled 
working conditions.26 Sociologist Maria Mies’ theory of Housewification draws on the 
ideals of a housewife in a patriarchal society that devalues the work of home working 
women. Housewification is an idea that compliments the growth of capitalism. 27 It 
shows us that the work of home working women is not valued or is seen as non- work. 
Correspondingly wages tend to be less than in factory work. The lack of regulation in 
India and many other countries as a consequence of demand from the Global North is 
allowing monumental environmental damage and unlawful treatment of workers.

26. Sai-Ho Chung, Xin Wen, and Tsan-Ming Cho, “Fashion Retail Supply Chain Management: A Review of Operational 
Models,” International Journal of Production Economics 207, (August 2018): 10, accessed May 9, 2021, https://www.jstor.
org/stable/43895445.
27. Elisabeth Prügl, “Home-Based Workers: A Comparative Exploration of Mies’s Theory of Housewifization,” Frontiers: A 
Journal of Women Studies 17, no. 1 (1996): 125, accessed May 10, 2021, doi:10.2307/3346904
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Microfinance Loans Non- Profit Organisations

Figure 9. Women in Patan weaving mashru  

There are many alternative approaches to global supply chains in India to provide 
financial ownership to women and fairer pay, such as microfinance loans and nonprofit 
organisations.

For example, many women are drawn to microfinance loans to purchase and sell 
goods. Loans are appealing as they allow financial independence and are less labour-
intensive and time-consuming than garment work. 

Sociologist Smitha Radhakrishnan explains that women have a higher chance of 
gaining access to microfinance loans if they are mothers or wives. However, they usually 
require signatures from their husbands to gain the loans, eliminating their financial 
independence.28 Demonstrating loans favour women who provide an additional income 
source to a family and reiterates Mies’ theory previously mentioned of women’s work 
not perceived as valuable or profitable.  

Radhakrishnan explains how Ambuja from Bangalore, who purchases sarees wholesale, 
sells them to customers around her settlement to create profit. “Today they gave me 100 
rupees. Tomorrow they may give an extra 20 rupees”. It is rare for this work to increase 
profit as financial gain is unpredictable. Many women around her may occupy the same 
job; however, she is hopeful in excelling with this business.29 

Loan providers are selling women the fantasy of pulling themselves out of poverty. 
However, in reality, they gain debt. A few women are statistically entrepreneurs from 
microloans; those who are successful tend to acquire a higher education and possess an 
advantage. The loans can result in women owing weekly or monthly payments, trapping 
them in debt cycles and leading them to undertake low wage work resulting in further 
stress and financial issues.30 

28. Smitha Radhakrishnan, “When Empowerment Fails: Gendered Work in India’s Polarized Service Economy,” :january 16, 
2019, Youtube video, 18:56, posted by Wellesley College, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VVRFYqSyDXI
29.  Radhakrishnan, “When Empowerment Fails: Gendered Work in India’s Polarized Service Economy,”
30. Ibid

Since the 1980s, NGOs have been on the rise in India, parallel to laws facilitating 
trade between the Global South and the Global North. NGOs are non-government 
organisations or nonprofit organisations to promote human rights, social justice and 
protection of the environment. B. S. Baviskar discusses in NGOs and Civil Society the 
loss of hope in government, which is viewed as oppressive, corrupt and not addressing 
issues concerning all citizens.31 

The NGO SEWA (Self Employed Women’s Organisation) based in Ahmedabad 
promotes low-income workers’ rights, referring to many women who work from informal 
settlements. SEWA has put women in better financial positions due to their focus on 
workers rights, allowing them to educate and empower women, leading to an improved 
situation through microfinance.32

Craftroots, an organisation situated in Kutch, Gujarat, provides women with training 
and employment with crafts that employs NGOs to work with them. They aim to revive 
traditional Indian textiles whilst advocating fair pay for workers and to empower them. 33 
They show us that many companies are looking to partner with NGOs and cooperatives 
within the industry to support the empowerment of marginalised communities.34 

31. B. S Baviskar, “NGOs and Civil Society in India,” Sociological Bulletin 50, no. 1 (2001): 10, accessed May 6, 2021. 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/23620147.
32. Rekha Datta, “From Development to Empowerment: The Self-Employed Women’s Association in India.” International Jour-
nal of Politics, Culture, and Society 16, no. 3 (2003): 361, accessed May 10, 2021, http://www.jstor.org/stable/20020171.
33. Express News Service, “Craftroots to Promote Works of Gujarat Artisans,” The Indian Express, January 06, 2010, ac-
cessed March 17, 2021,
34. Express New Service, “Craftroots to Promote Works of Gujarat Artisans” (The Indian Express, January 7, 2010), https://
indianexpress.com/article/cities/ahmedabad/craftroots-to-promote-works-of-gujarat-artisans/.

Many Indian NGOs receive financial support from abroad. A study conducted shows 
the top funders came from overseas Christian and Hindu organisations.35 As a result, 
NGOs are obliged to appease the aspirations of funders, which furthermore shows the 
neo-colonial control of the overseas market. D.L Sheth and Harsh Sethi argue in The 
NGO sector in India: historical context and current discourse with the rise of NGOs, 
political edge is declining.36 Predominantly NGO work is considered voluntary and 
for the greater good; therefore, it receives a lack of opportunity for growth. Baviskar 
discusses the similarities NGOs share with government institutions. Primarily NGOs are 
run with unequal power structures where senior members make many decisions, much 
like the government. NGOs are motivated for social, humanitarian and environmental 
justice; however, the power structures still benefit those at senior levels making decisions. 
To prevent top-down decisions, NGOs are increasingly using collective, co-design 
approaches. Nevertheless, more organisations could adopt these changes to increase 
equity.37

35. Rita Jalali, “International Funding of NGOs in India: Bringing the State Back In,” Voluntas: International Journal of Voluntary 
and Nonprofit Organizations 19, no. 2 (2008): 178, accessed May 7, 2021, http://www.jstor.org/stable/27928114.
36. D.L Sheth, , and Harsh Sethi. “The NGO Sector in India: Historical Context and Current Discourse,” Voluntas: International 
Journal of Voluntary and Nonprofit Organizations 2, no. 2 (1991): 58, accessed May 6, 2021, http://www.jstor.org/sta-
ble/27927310
37. D.L Sheth, , and Harsh Sethi. “The NGO Sector in India: Historical Context and Current Discourse,” 58.
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Community focused models 

Figure 10. Equity Centred Design. (By author) 
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As awareness of unjust worker treatment and environmental damage grows, consumers 
increasingly demand transparency from companies in the garment and textile industry. 
Ibada Wadud, a corporate social responsibility strategist, states that humans are likely 
to design spaces conforming to a system that reinstates privilege when we benefit from 
oppression, a system that is built on bias surrounding race, gender, caste and religion. 
It is not a coincidence that priority is not given to the wellbeing of women from lower 
castes. Business structures that aim to address these power dynamics from above include 
cooperatives and human/equity-centric design models.38  

38. Slow Factory Foundation, “Equity-Centered Design & Design Justice - Ibada Wadud” (Slow Factory Foundation, January 
4, 2021).

A cooperative is a people-centred enterprise jointly owned and run to meet the business 
social, economic and cultural needs. To have a strong community focus, people chose 
a cooperative model. Equity centred design focuses on creating an equitable model. 
The difference between equity and equality is, equality provides everyone with the 
same resources, and equity distributes resources based on everyone’s needs. Therefore 
an equity centred design will aim to give these marginalised women equal access to 
resources to upskill and become financially independent. 39 

39. Dhruv Grewal, and Michael Levy, Marketing (Looseleaf), 7th ed. (New York City : McGraw- Hill Publishing, 2021), 238

By providing increased wages to workers and improving their lives, the growing number 
of NGOs and cooperatives is crucial to India’s current unequal climate. However, 
there is room for progress to prevent the neocolonialist global structures that are still 
occurring and affecting these women in disadvantaged positions of Indian society. 
Radhakrishnan explains that until a certain age, your parents decide what to do, and 
after you get married, your husband and in-laws decide what to do; the minute you 
have children, your children decide how you live. This vicious cycle dictates how women 
act in workplaces; they feel powerless and tend not to speak out. 40 Restructuring 
systems where women can upskill and feel independent is crucial to prioritise workers’ 
rights and wellbeing to advance themselves and their communities.  These nonprofit 
organisations at grassroots levels are well-intentioned; however, we need to be merging 
these organisations with government and policy creators to make structural changes that 
allow these equitable ideas to be implemented and see their full potential.41 

40. Radhakrishnan, When Empowerment Fails: Gendered Work in India’s Polarized Service Economy,
41. Sheth, and Sethi, “The NGO Sector in India: Historical Context and Current Discourse.” 
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Figure 11. Cooperative model. (By author) 
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Urban Growth 

Informal settlement upgrading is particularly beneficial to the empowerment of women 
as they are at an increased state of vulnerability, specifically regarding safety and 
financial advancements. This section analyses how the thriving economic aspects 
of informal settlements would accommodate localising textile production and living 
conditions that would improve the community. Also discussed are the hindrances 
faced towards settlement upgrading due to unequal power structures and reluctant 
governments. Informal settlements are a common occurrence throughout many Asian, 
South American and African cities. The UN-Habitat defines an informal settlement as 
a place that does not have access to one or more of these; durable housing, sufficient 
living area (no more than three people sharing a room), access to improved water, 
access to improved sanitation facilities and secure tenure.42 

Rapid urban growth and globalisation produce an increase in informal settlements, 
environmental deterioration and poor infrastructure. The urban poor, especially women 
and children, are the most impacted. Cities in India are rapidly growing; by 2050 an 
estimated eight hundred and thirty million people will move to urban areas in India. 
Around ninety percent of India’s wealth is at the bottom of the pyramid earning less than 
ten thousand rupees per year; eleven percent live in extreme poverty.43

India’s capital Delhi has witnessed some of India’s fastest growth and increase of 
informal settlements. The current policies in place that address the informal landscape 
in urban spaces, deeming them as disorderly and messy, are traced back to the British 
colonial era’s idea of planning. The British rule of India heavily influences the urban 
layout of Delhi. The modern designs implemented in Delhi showed a new way of 
spatial arrangement presumed orderly and formal on top of an existing informal space 
viewed as chaotic. Within Messy Urbanism: Understanding the “Other” Cities of Asia, 
Manish Chalana and Jeffrey Hou, discuss how informal spaces within Asian cities are 
overlooked as messy and unorderly. However, spaces created by residents of informal 
settlements are proven to increase sociability and work well for cultural and employment 
reasons; many attributes formal, western spaces lack. The present-day sees the 
continuation of these ‘modern’ city planning approaches that disregard the use of Indian 
architectural methodologies beneficial to the cultural planning of space.44

42. Jonna Ekholm, “Slums to Connect Cities” March 17, 2017, https://gehlpeople.com/blog/slums-to-connect-cities/.
43. Khemka Shiv, “Understanding India’s Ascent” (Business of Fashion, May 20, 2019).
44. Manish Chalana and Jeffrey Hou, Messy Urbanism: Understanding the “Other” Cities of Asia (Hong Kong: Hong Kong 
University Press, 2016), 155.

Chalana and Hou discuss how their vibrant street life, economic growth, access to 
amenities and sociability of spaces is overlooked. Informal settlements are economic 
hubs filled with street vendors, waste picking, potters, puppet makers, construction 
workers, carpenters, idol makers and many more welcoming a worker environment. 
Many urban planners and architects claim they are thriving economic hubs full of life 
that should be nurtured. The issue here is a disconnect between citizens and policy 
makers who can enhance these lively spaces. 45

Poverty is the cause of many issues in these spaces; there is much pressure to earn 
money. Many residents attain little to no income, resulting in crimes, alcoholism, and 
disagreements within the settlement. Social spaces for men to gamble and drink 
are common generating an unsafe environment for women. Sources from the city 
sanitation plan state the vulnerability women feel in the evenings causes them to avoid 
bathrooms and stay distant from men at the possibility of harassment or abuse they 
may encounter.46 India’s rape statistics are shockingly high, with women afraid for their 
lives, alcohol, poor lighting, and narrow alleyways are all considerably avoided. In 
order to empower women, the design needs to bestow safety in these environments.47

Surrounding waste is another common issue causing many health problems. There are 
generally little to no waste collectors in the area. Therefore, litter covers the alleys and 
spaces between houses producing unhygenic spaces. Leather waste and toxic dyes 
are common in many settlements that produce leather. The solids of the tannery waste 
tend to rise onto the water and, the toxins will mix into water that could contaminant 
water supplies. The chromium waste from this process can also seep into the soil 
and contaminate groundwater systems leaving residents with health risks. Within 
settlements, a small number of houses have toilets internally, and many are left to use 
the small number of standard toilets or use open space available. Many use the runnel 
(naala) as toilets creating a very unhygienic space. With limited sanitation options, 
open defecation is common. However safety is a common risk in crowded spaces, 
putting women at a higher rate of health implications. 48 

45.Chalana and Hou, Messy Urbanism: Understanding the “Other” Cities of Asia, 17
46. Anurag Anthony, and Manvita Baradi, “City Sanitation Plan, Ahmedabad,” Urban Management Centre, (2012): 61. 
//www.academia.edu/10857700/City_Sanitation_Plan_Ahmedabad_Urban_Management_Centre
47. Anurag Anthony, and Manvita Baradi, “City Sanitation Plan, Ahmedabad,” Urban Management Centre," 61
48. Anthony, and Baradi, “City Sanitation Plan, Ahmedabad,” 67 
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Land Ownership

Figure 12. Brick wall construction ahead of Trump’s arrival. (By author)

Improving Informal Settlements 

Figure 13. Dhravi Slum, India 

Varying from each settlement there are blurred lines of ownership, in some cases occu-
pants are able to claim parts of the land in the city, however the risk of eviction is very 
common. Vandana-bhen and Sailesh-bhai held documents for ownership evidence and 
were evicted to the Ganesh Nagar a transit  settlement after residing in Khodiyar Nagar 
settlement for 13 years. They had built a semi - pucca house throughout those years. The 
new house they were given was not safe for their younger daughters therefore they had 
to relocate.51 The uncertainty of ownership creates difficulty in investing and improving 
their current homes.     
Regarding informal settlements in the 1980s the Indian government had changes to eco-
nomic policy, decentralising the governance. This allowed all citizens to have an active 
say on public laws and be more representative of their needs. However this showed the 
further corruptness of the government as it favoured middle and upper class citizens. 
The citizens from lower socio- economic backgrounds were unable to participate due to 
higher numbers of illiteracy, lack of access to resources and unable to take time out of 
daily work life. Therefore laws surrounding land ownership rights in informal settlements 
were not in their favour. 52

       

51. Ravi Sannabhadti, Case Study Struggles for everyday space: scrap pickers in Ahmedabad, (Ahmedabad: CEPT Universi-
ty,2019) , 32
52. Ray, The Subaltern, The Postcolonial and Cultural Society, 39

Hussain Indorewala argues the government and private sectors have been unable to 
provide housing for the poor. If the rate at which developers have attempted to improve 
informal settlements over the past 15-20 years continues there will not be solutions in the 
next 150 - 200 years. Hussain Indorwala suggests that self builds and slum upgrading 
are the most effective options which have been tried and tested and provide community 
building.53 Town planner Diane Diacon also discusses slum networking and how to im-
prove these spaces at a grassroots level echoing Indorewala’s self built, community level 
approach.54 Himanshu Parikh, an engineer developed the slum networking approach 
by linking the infrastructure of informal settlements to pre existing systems within the city 
such as water and drainage. This allows for the increased well being of residents and 
sees slums as a crucial part of the city, a place that benefits society. 

Chalana notes new resettlement housing disrupts the multi layered spaces of informal 
settlements, which allow living and working to happen adjacent to each other. New 
housing often seperates residents from their livelihoods and only a third of people in 
informal settlements qualify for resettlement leaving the rest without homes.55 

Uttara Chauhan and Niraj Lal conclude in Public-Private Partnerships for Urban Poor 
in Ahmedabad: A Slum Project  that  the corporate sector, alongside the government, 
should work with NGOs to improve the  living conditions for those residing in informal 
settlements. By Indian organizations collectively working together, the government 
will be able to achieve its goals to provide residents with healthier housing and create 
employment; they need to approach this by a genuine interest rather than just putting 
money into these projects.56  The government is not doing this because if you regulate 
informal settlements private developers will not be able to build flats on them to sell. 
There are fears regularising informal settlements will give an influx to the city for free 
houses.57 
53. Development in a Choking City: Hussain Indorewala, Sumaira Abdulali and Avijit Mukul Kishore, YouTube (YouTube, 
2018), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4Wxh_2aOhs&amp;ab_channel=IndiaCultureLab.
54. Diane Diacon, “Slum Networking: An Innovative Approach to Urban Development.” Ekistics 63, no. 376/377/378 
(1996): 129, accessed April 28, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/43622397.
55. Chalana and Hou, Messy Urbanism: Understanding the “Other” Cities of Asia, 17
56. Uttara Chauhan, and Niraj Lal, “Public-Private Partnerships for Urban Poor in Ahmedabad: A Slum Project.” Economic and 
Political Weekly 34, no. 10/11 (1999): 638, accessed April 28, 2021. http://www.jstor.org/stable/4407736.
57. Development in a Choking City: Hussain Indorewala, Sumaira Abdulali and Avijit Mukul Kishore, YouTube (YouTube, 
2018),

Architect Kali Marnae also argues the benefits of informal settlements; how they 
compliment India’s cultural practises, social and work spaces. She cliams there are 
architectural patterns found within informal settlements which are lost when governments 
attempt to ‘modernize’ urban spaces and erase them. 58 Kali explains that workers from 
rural areas will build a temporary home with a basic shelter on empty land when they 
first arrive and overtime, will make layers of improvements to this space. Improvements 
can include adding bathroom facilities, tiles and shelving. Generally this housing is 
self built; the importance of self building is evident as residents know their lifestyles 
and what facilities they need. Self builds also allow residents to up skill on building for 
themselves.59 

Programmes such as The Slum Networking Project are aimed at improving the 
lives of those residing in informal settlements at a local level. They develop the built 
environment such as roads, water supply, sewage, storm water and street lights. With 
these improvements in place their next step is the health and education of residents. 
Neighborhood community groups are set up, educational activities and community 
health education. By taking these approaches with NGOs and local governments 
together, governments are compelled to work cooperatively with residents. In  
Ahmedabad the majority of occupants in informal settlements are from rural areas and 
migrate to obtain employment. This increases community building and improves the 
control residents have over their own homes.60 

58.Chalana and Hou, Messy Urbanism: Understanding the “Other” Cities of Asia, 17
59.Kali Marnane, “What Village Are You from? Understanding the Origins and Morphology of Informal Settlements in 
Ahmedabad, India” (EDRA50: Sustainable Urban Environments, Brooklyn, New York: Environmental Design Research Associ-
ation, 2019), https://cuny.manifoldapp.org/projects/edra-50-proceedings
60. Lal Chaun,  Public-Private Partnerships for Urban Poor in Ahmedabad: A Slum Project.” Economic and Political Weekly 34, 
no.10, 11

In 2009 India’s government planned on eradicating all informal settlements within 
five years.  Currently, a large number of people are still migrating to cities and moving 
into informal settlements. The demand for formal housing is unmanageable for the 
government, and alternative methods of housing are needed. However, government 
organisations have been accused of being corrupt and ignoring the need for safer 
housing. For instance, to make way for Trump’s visit to Ahmedabad last year in February, 
45 homes in Ahmedabad’s Ramapir Tekro informal settlement were demolished with 
less than one week’s notice and no alternative housing options; a majority of these 
occupants had resided there for 20 years. Simultaneously a half kilometre brick wall 
was constructed to conceal the settlement.49 Occupants indicated the money and 
resources could have contributed towards improving their living standards, highlighting 
the government’s priorities on how India is perceived.50   

49. “Wall Hastily Built Ahead of Trump Visit in India Criticized As ‘hiding Poor People’,” The Guardian, last modified February 
18, 2020,
50. Chalana and Hou, Messy Urbanism: Understanding the “Other” Cities of Asia, 17
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Indian Architecture 

Figure 14. Bhunga house Figure 15. Sangath Studio 

Multiple architects in India have taken inspiration from traditional Indian design methods 
to inspire modern, urban forms. During and before colonisation, most of India resided 
in rural areas;  rural vernacular structures were typically self-built and produced from 
surrounding materials. The knowledge of self-build is translated to urban forms within 
informal settlements and modern large-scale urban structures. Self-build skills have 
been used for generations and restore Indian identity. Examining these forms is crucial 
to women’s empowerment in this project by placing ownership of construction in their 
hands.  

In rural Gujarat, the bhunga is a typical vernacular housing structure. Circular in shape, 
many retained their form during the Gujarat 2001 earthquakes. Thick walls constructed 
with rounded masses of earth, sand and straw with steel for reinforcement maintain a 
cool temperature inside during summer and warmth during colder periods in winter. 
Variants of wall construction in bhungas consist of brick and stone. The roof structure 
consists of a lightweight bamboo and thatch material, allowing heat to rise and escape. 
Interior walls are decorated with mud and mirror work and intricate patterns carved 
into the walls; and externally painted with traditional symmetrical patterns and motifs 
with bright colours such as orange, blue and red. Analysis of the bhunga is beneficial 
to understand forms that work well in the Gujrati climate and with local materials and 
construction on site.61 The self-built nature of bhungas is valuable to retain and translate 
to an urban environment and inform this project’s aim of self-building. 

During the post-colonial era, India was drawn to modernism for architecture and 
planning. The ideas surrounding modernism showed a gateway to improving the social 
inequality, caste and religious divides. However, modernism was popularised and pro-
duced repetitive block type structures that did not address the country’s climatic, cultural, 
and social needs. Postmodern Indian architects championing critical regionalism such as 
B.V Doshi, Raj Rewal and Charles Correa sought after Indian identity through their de-
signs. Vernacular architecture influenced their work using local materials that work with 
the region and respond to the climate contrasting previous colonial architecture.62 

61. Madhusudan Choudhary, Kishor S. Jaiswal, Ravi Sinha, Housing Report, Traditional Rural House in Kutch, (India: World 
Housing Encyclopedia, 2002), 3
62. Sanyam Bahga and Gaurav Raheja, “An Account of Critical Regionalism in Diverse Building Types in Postcolonial Indian 
Architecture,”  Frontiers of Architectural Research, 4th ed., vol. 7 (Uttarakhand, India: Department of Architecture and Planning, 
Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee, 2018), 477

Shifts occurred during the 1980s as laws were set in place to weave India’s cultural 
heritage into planning and architectural design. India placed importance on cultural 
identity preservation by craft museums and heritage conservation. Through government 
assistance and guidance, centres such as Jawahar Kala Kendra were built to preserve 
culture and craft. This movement saw architects use Vastu Shastra principles and local 
vernacular Indian methods in large scale Indian buildings to localise and reinstate Indi-
an architecture.  
B.V Doshi’s Sangath studio draws from traditional Indian architectural methods through 
passive climate control,  materiality and layout. Similar to a Hindu temple, the structure 
leads you through a series of spaces that hint at the interior and end at a focal platform 
resonant of a stupa. Water features are standard in temples, and water collection is 
prevalent in Ahmedabad. Flowing water details are demonstrated in this design as 
a guide through the grassy terraces. The curved vaults are similar to Chaitya halls in 
early Buddhism, reflecting a varied approach of Indian influence. The interior spaces 
are insulated with clay to retain a cool climate, and walls are constructed with brick, 
commonly used in rural India, and reflective white china covers the vaults reflecting 
heat.63 Methods present in Sangath emulate traditional Indian architecture from the 
curved vaults, climate control and reference to temple designs. Sangaths ethos is 
valuable to this project’s aim of rural vernacular influences, which promote self-build 
and local materials in an urban environment.

63. Mili Majumdar, Energy-efficient Buildings in India, (India:Tata Energy Research Institute and Ministry of Non-Coventional 
Energy Source, 2001), 150
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Vastu Shastra

Figure 16. Jaipur city designed using Vastu Shastra
Figure 17. Vastu Purusha Mandala, Surrey, 1998
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Vastu shastra, translated from Sanskrit (the classical Indian language from Hinduism, 
Buddhism and Jainism), is the ‘science of architecture. Vastu Shastra is a set of 
building principles regarding spatial arrangements and geometry incorporating Hindu 
and Buddhist beliefs. The majority of Ahmedabad’s population is Hindu; therefore, 
incorporating the traditional philosophy of Vastu shastra reinforces this project’s aim of 
locality by responding to the surrounding culture and revolting against current neo-
colonial influences through design. 

Vastu Shastra draws from Hindu religious and spiritual ideas to design structures, 
including many Hindu temples. As mentioned earlier many cultural Indian practises were 
banned during the colonial period, Vastu Shastra’s design principles were disregarded 
and overlooked. The British incorporated Islamic architectural features such as domes 
and arches with their Victorian-style buildings, neglecting Vastu shastra’s layout 
techniques as they were perceived to hold illogical relationships to the environment. 
Those critical of Vastu shastra’s principles did not accurately study them and take into 
consideration the flexibility Vastu shastra allows for non-religious buildings and general 
planning.64

The city of Jaipur was designed before colonisation in the 1700s following aspects of 
Vastu Sastra principles; the design considers the surrounding context and uses a set of 
guiding principles that aim to achieve harmony. The city’s layout is divided into nine 
squares, representing the nine planets which all correspond with the five elements. 

64. Vibhuti Chakrabarti, Indian Architectural Theory, (Richmond: Curzon Press,1998), 36. 

The mandala idea splits the structure into nine spaces, the centre is the most private and 
intimate space. Open symmetry and a driven structure are also core design principles of 
the mandala. The central space is usually a void, this represents Purshua a principle that 
connects everything universally. There are influences of the cosmos and planets and how 
they balance and harmonise design due to astrology to connect the building to its sur-
roundings on a spiritual level. One of the chief symbolic purposes of the mandala is to 
represent the different layers of the universe – the spiritual realm, the lived environment, 
the inner experience of man. The basic physical form is a square containing or being 
contained by a circle with four gates or openings at the cardinal points.65

65. Chakrabarti, Indian Architectural Theory, 45 
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The following case studies have been used to influence this project’s design 
through materiality, circulation and cultural influence.
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Women’s Opportunity Centre Kayonza, Rwanda
Sharon Davis Design  

2013 

Figure 18. Section of Womens Opportunity Centre 
Figure 19. Plan of Womens Opportunity Centre

The Women’s Opportunity Centre by Sharon Davis Design is located one hour from the 
city centre in a rural environment. The aim of this project is to empower the community, 
create financial opportunity and rebuild social infrastructure. This has been achieved 
by designing for subsistence farming where women can sell their produce and crafts, 
providing them with financial agency and control66. 

Spaces include class rooms, guest accommodations and a marketplace for selling 
products. Each pavilion has been organised mimincing a Rwandan village creating a 
community feel. With the marketplace situated near the road for access to passers by, 
the classrooms are located furthest away increasing security for children. The central 
circular forms are inspired by the King’s Palace in southern Rwanda drawing from the 
woven- reed dwellings that were a common indigenous design which has been lost over 
time.67

This design takes inspiration from traditional Rwandan vernacular architecture. The clay 
bricks used were made on site by the women which led them to future opportunities of 
employment as mansons. The clay bricks used are optimal for natural ventilation through 
the space alongside the green roof they provide cooling. In a dry arid climate that relies 
on monsoon season for water supply the composting toilets reduce water use.  The 
response

The design exemplifies the benefits of a partially self-built system in a modern day 
environment where occupants can gain skills on maintaining their surroundings and 
for future employment. The self-built methods prevalent in this design are crucial to this 
project's aim to place power and ownership with women. 

66. “Women’s Opportunity Center / Sharon Davis Design,” ArchDaily, October 3, 2013, https://www.archdaily.
com/433846/women-s-opportunity-center-sharon-davis-design.
67. Ibid

Jawahar Kala Kendra Jaipur, India 
Charles Correa 

1986

Figure 20. Courtyard of Jawahar Kala Kendra 
Figure 21. Floor plan of Jawahar Kala Kendra 

Located in Jaipur, Jawahar Kala Kendra is an arts centre designed by Charles Correa, 
providing a modern take on Hindu architecture. The form is based on the city plan of 
Jaipur by Maharaja Jay Singh, which utilises Vastu Shastra principles and the mandala 
theory, with each square representing the nine planets. The city follows the nine squares, 
with one square displaced due to the cities typography. Correa references Jaipur's city 
plan by pivoting on the squares for Jawahar Kala Kendra. 

The central courtyard is the most important and sacred space due to the centre 
representing nothing that is the true energy source. This is represented through the 
theatre, which is in the centre. The design works well with light, shadow, and colours, 
leading you through each space, which would be useful to incorporate for worker 
safety in this project. Taking inspiration from the cities surrounding history will also prove 
valuable to reach this project's aim of utilising Indian architectural methods.68

68.“Jawahar Kala Kendra Arts Centre In Jaipur By Charles Correa Associates,” ArchEyes, February 17, 2020, https://
archeyes.com/jawahar-kala-kendra-charles-correa/.
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Brick Cave Dong Anh, Vietnam
H&P Architects

2017

Figure 22. Interior space of Brick Cave 
Figure 23 Axonometric showing layers of brick facade and courtyard spaces created 

The brick cave is set in a suburban area of Vietnam. In a hot, humid environment, the 
structure uses brick to create a cave-like formation around the home, providing an en-
closed courtyard feeling. The space in between the house and the external walls facing 
the street allows for ventilation and air circulation whilst preventing dust, noise and sun 
exposure from permeating the building. These shading tools and thermal mass are opti-
mal for keeping the interior space cool in a humid environment.

Aspects of this design, such as the privacy created in an urban environment, will be 
useful towards designing a safe space for women. Material such as brick providing 
thermal mass will benefit workers in  Ahmedabad's hot climate, where a cool interior will 
be needed.69 

69. “Brick Cave / H&P Architects,” ArchDaily, March 22, 2021, https://www.archdaily.com/892432/brick-cave-h-and-p-
architects.

Materiality 

Brick is commonly used throughout India as a construction material. Brick is beneficial 
to this project due to its thermal mass properties, accessibility and sustainability.70 It is 
a dense, heavy material ideal for storing heat and absorbing moisture. During the day 
the clay bricks will store heat and release heat throughout the night, creating a cool-
er temperature inside durings warmer temperatures. The high density allows for great 
acoustic qualities therefore between textile working spaces, courtyard and education 
spaces sound is less likely to travel and be disruptive. Throughout Ahmedabad there are 
hundreds of brick manufacturing companies. 

A jali refers to a perforated screen, these are present throughout India and a crucial 
aspect of Islamic architecture. 71Jalis contain ornamental patterns consisting of floral de-
signs and delicate geometric shapes. In the past, jails were constructed of red sandstone 
and marble; today, brick jalis are common. Figure 24 shows a jali from Sidi Saiyyed 
Mosque in Ahmedabad, in this Islamic place of worship the intricate design allows  light 
to permeate the interior subtly. 72

70. Bureau of Indian Standards, Handbook on Masonry Design and Construction (New Delhi: Bureau of Indian Standards, 
1981), 28 
71. Lakshmi G Kamath1 , Srinivas Daketi, “Jaalis: A study on aesthetics and functional aspects in built environment,” Internation-
al Journal of Scientific Engineering and Applied Science 2 (2016):98. http://ijseas.com/volume2/v2i2/ijseas20160211.pdf
72. ”Sidi Saiyyed Mosque Ahmedabad, India,” Atlas Obscura, accessed September 3, 2021,  https://www.atlasobscura.
com/places/sidi-saiyyed-mosque

A brick jali is similar to traditional brick construction; however, a void will be left where a 
brick is placed. Architect Laurie Baker's research shows how jalis are beneficial in place 
of windows as they let a subtle amount of light in whilst preventing rain and retaining 
privacy. In hot climates they are optimal for increasing air flow and cooling internal 
spaces. 73

73. Laurie Baker, Houses How To Reduce Building Costs (Kerala: Centre Of Science and Technology For Rural Development, 
1986), 39. 

Figure 24. The tree of Life motif 

Figure 25. Jali in place of window 
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Baker's research also presents the benefits of a brick arch compared to a basic lintel 
doorway structure. Brick arches are cheaper, provide the same amount of strength and 
achieve a more desirable aesthetic. Reduced costs are beneficial to this programme 
where finances are limited. 74

In Islamic architecture, there are many arches present in doorways. The arches 
are categorised into a round arch, horseshoe arch, pointed arch and keel arch.75 
Implementing influences from the surrounding Islamic architecture of India allows this 
structure to be culturally responsive and inclusive.

74. Baker, Houses How To Reduce Building Costs, 49
75. Andrew Petersen, Dictionary of Islamic Architecture, (London: Routledge,1996), 24.

Bamboo is a lightweight, high tensile material. When bamboo is cut, it grows back 
quickly compared to many trees; some varieties can grow up to four feet a day.76 There 
are multiple bamboo suppliers in Ahmedabad, allowing easy access to the material. 
Bamboo will benefit this project as it is easily accessible and low cost. Structurally 
bamboo is versatile, which will allow flexibility in the design of this project. 77 Due to 
the empowering nature of this project, self-building is essential for workers to have 
control over the construction of the building. There are many construction techniques 
with bamboo; some require interlocking or tying, which workers can assist with the 
construction of. 

76. Bipul Kumar Das, Bamboo in the Field of Construction in Northeast India, India: Cane and Bamboo Technology Cen-
tre, (India: Cane and Bamboo Technology Centre ,2001), 24 
77. Das, Bamboo in the Field of Construction in Northeast India, 24 

Figure 26. Brick arches

Figure 27. Types of brick arches. (By author)   

Round arch Horseshoe
arch

Pointed 
arch

Keel 
arch

In the construction process of a bamboo column, concrete is applied to secure the column 
to the ground.78 Externally a 40 cm x 40cm x 45 cm space in the foundation is required 
to entrench the bamboo column, which is reinforced with steel bars. The area is filled with 
concrete to hold the bamboo column as a masonry plinth. The columns are then reinforced 
internally. At around 50cm above ground, a hole is drilled into the bamboo and filled with 
concrete to secure it. Metal fixings are used In order to secure the joints with iron rods and 
threads. 

Bamboo is also used as a facade. Figure 28 shows how strips can be woven (vertical weft 
and horizontal warp) and constructed into a wall. 79Alternatively, horizontal or vertical 
panels can be fixed together on a bamboo frame to create a wall facade.

There are multiple ways to strengthen bamboo structures, including diagonal bracing for 
lateral load and environmental resistance from wind and earthquakes.80 Figure 28 shows 
how metal fixtures and tying methods are used to secure the bamboo in place. 

78. Hunnarshala foundation, Bamboo Construction Source Book, ( Bhuj: Hunnarshala foundation for building technology and 
innovations,2013), 55. 
79. Hunnarshala foundation, Bamboo Construction Source Book, 60. 
80. Hunnarshala foundation, Bamboo Construction Source Book, 42. Figure 29. Bamboo bracing  

Figure 28. Bamboo wall   

Figure 30. Bamboo construction section  

Bamboo provides construction flexibility alongside additional materials such as brick 
or a structure consisting mainly of bamboo from purlins, beams, columns and wall 
facades.
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PROGRAMME

7
The aim of this programme is to create an architectural design that allows 
the use of regenerative processes such as self-building and autonomy over 
water collection to empower women and their communities by reviving Indian 
textiles. In the context of this project regenerative refers to building the capacity 
of women to keep learning and prospering which actively supports f this 
cooperative and the wider community to thrive. 
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Intent 

The aim of this programme is to use regenerative processes to empower women 
and their communities by reviving traditional Indian textiles. This structure will 
provide a space to revive traditional Indian textiles whilst centering around the 
rights of the women producing textiles. This programme will run as a cooperative 
and use an equity centred approach. 
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Co - Design 

Figure 31.  Co design process diagram. (By author) 

Engage Change 

Plan 

Explore Develop 

Decide 

Co design is required in order to create a truly equitable, human centred approach. The 
design process would ideally take place collectively with the community by including the 
women and the informal settlement residents. A system where occupants are included 
at the designing stage through to the execution and built stages this would increase 
their skills for employability and future upkeep of the structure. Co- design is non linear, 
always making changes and engaging with all people involved to constantly evolve 
business to centre around needs of textile workers. 

Due to the scope of this project I am unable to conduct on site research with textile 
workers occupying informal settlements in Ahmedabad. However from my literature 
review in this document I am able to identify the issues that need to be addressed to 
create an equitable self sustaining design.81

81. Dhruv Grewal and Michael Levy, M: Marketing (Looseleaf), 7th ed. (New York City : McGraw- Hill Publishing, 2021

Reviving Mashru

I have chosen to focus on the textile mashru, which has historical roots of production in 
Gujarat. It is also a unifier of religions as traditionally both Hindu and Muslim people 
wear the fabric. With the equipment used for mashru and workers well skilled in 
weaving it will be possible to produce many other weaves such as Patola and Bhandni 
which native to Gujarat and use the processes of dyeing and weaving. 

Contributing to the revival of the diminishing art,  will help the older generation continue 
the art with the younger generations. As sustainability awareness grows there will be 
a higher demand for locally produced, regenerative, ethical processes that produce 
garments not only within India but overseas. 
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Making of taani (warp) 
Raw material imported from Surat, to create the warp 50 metres of yarn is 
required. This includes 1200 threads in a single set. 

Paavat 
The warp yarn is coated with starch to make it durable for weaving. 

Raas 
The weaves and dents are created by hand according to the designs which will 
then go onto the fabric.

Saadhani 
Each warp yarn is drawn through a dent in the reed. 

Bunaai (Weaving) 
Using the large looms the weaving takes place. 

Rangaai (dyeing) 
Firstly in the dyeing process a paste is produced to create colour. Natural 
dyes such as catechu, cochineal, indigo, turmeric, natural lac, harde, mad-
der roots, manjistha, ratnajyot, katha, kesudo, pomegranate skin, henna and 
marigold flower, are used. Chemicals are also used such as alum, copper sul-
phate, ferrous sulphate, potassium dichromate and other mordents. The dyeing 
is a hot process which requires water that is 50 -55 degrees celsius for the fab-
ric to be dyed. The fabric left in the hot water for 15 to 25 minutes to take on 

Kundi 
For a final look of shine the fabric is coated with starch and then dried. It is then 
beaten with a heavy wooden hammer. 

Process of creating mashru82

82.“India: Ethical Fashion Benefits From Employee Engagement,” Pulitzer Center, accessed May 10, 2021, https://pulitzer-
center.org/stories/india-ethical-fashion-benefits-employee-engagement.

Reusing Fabrics
As large garment factories produce tons of fabric waste there is also a market to 
upcycle these scraps into textiles. Using scrap fabric from surrounding garment 
factories in Ahmedabad, they can be woven on the loom into a textile then dyed 
and used to create garments.This process is zero waste and still uses the dyeing 
and weaving techniques from mashru. 

Block Printing

Weaving on looms

Spinning Cotton and Silk 

Dyeing Fabrics 

Embroidery and stitching

Figure 32.  Weaving process . (By author 
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Who is involved?

Through this cooperative business model the aim is to localise production and 
allow workers to be in control of this process. As an equity centred model the 
workers and the environment are to be considered stakeholders. Therefore 
everyone involved in the process of producing these textiles including farmers 
and retail workers must be paid a fair, living wage and use processes that are 
beneficial to the environment.

Farmers 
The cotton will be sourced from organic cotton farms such as Herbal Fab and 
Anant Cotton Co. Pvt.ltd in Ahmedabad. As mentioned earlier many farmers 
do not have guaranteed financial stability. It is crucial this model only supports 
farmers who are paid adequately and treated well at work, this will be measured 
by site visits and by organisations certifying working rights for farmers. 

Children 
Many of these women will be mothers who were previously working from home, 
therefore childcare spaces will be on site. Children of the women will need space 
to play in a safe and secure environment. 

Figure 33.  Oshadi Studio employees harvest cotton on the farm

Textile Workers 
After analysing surrounding textile producers The workers will be paid 18,000 to 
25,000 rupees a month which is $244 - $338NZD. This is below our minimum 
wage but considered .

Informal settlement community 
As the business will run within the informal settlement, women from the community will 
work here and many will have families in the settlement.

Companies shops selling their work 
The retailers selling these fabrics or companies using these textiles to create designs will 
only be selling brands that are accountable and have transparency within their supply 
chain. 

Figure 34.  Textile worker 

Natural dye suppliers
The dyes used in this process will be natural. In Hinduism many take flowers to temples 
as an offering to gods, leaving flowers to waste away everyday from temples. There are 
initiatives in place for people to source these unused flowers and reuse them for natural 
dyeing purposes. Flowers such as marigold can produce yellows. Typically turmeric, 
beetroot, pomegranate, henna and catechu are used as natural dyes. Gujarat is known 
for its madder which produces red and pink colours.

Figure 35.  Sourcing natural dyes  

I aim to design a space that provides women with economic options for the future and 
instills an independent mindset that allows growth of skill. As mentioned earlier many 
workers at NGOs and cooperatives are in improved situations as they are employed 
and receiving fair wages. Continuing from this the women need to be provided with 
more skills to broaden their employment opportunities. These skills could include 
literacy. This allows room for new workers to come through this programme. This project 
will not have a time limit on how long workers can stay as child care services and 
location may be the best option for these women. However providing encouragement 
and guidance to work independently and for other ethical companies will be provided.

Program Aim 

Figure 36.  Program cycle diagram. (By author) 

Training 

Education 

Experience New Employment Opportunities 

New staff 
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Ahmedabad, Gujarat

Site 6.6 

Figure 37. Ahmedabad global context. (By author)

This diagram shows Ahmedabad in a global context and in context with India.

Ramapir Thekra

Hollywood Collony 

Site selection

N

Figure 38.  Ahmedabad informal settlement selection. (By author)

Basti

This map shows site selection. With limited access to site information from the 
internet and no access to visit the site or Ahmedabad, Hollywood Basti is chosen 
due to existing information on the site.  Both sites are further away from most 
garment factories, which proposed a possibility to bring textile work to the site.
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Jethabhai Stepwell

Vadaj Stepwell

Amrutvarshini Vav (Stepwell)

Bai Harir Vav 

Astodia Darwaja 

Sabarmati Ashram

Jama Masjid

Site Central Buisness
District Proposed  

Sabarmati River

This map shows the connection to water in Ahmedabad, particularly the step-wells. 
To provide an Indian influence within this design, understanding the surrounding 
architectural structures will benefit the design process. Understanding traditional sus-
tainable methods of water collection will allow this project to collect water to sustain 
the activities of textile production. 

N

Figure 39. Ahmedabad’s major stepwells in location to site. (By author)

Stepwell 

Figure 40.  Ahmedabad stepwell 

Ahmedabad lies on a semi-arid site receiving little amounts of rain, historically rainwater 
has been collected during the monsoon season and stored to use throughout the 
year. The city’s roads were mapped out by natural drainage lines where rainwater 
could be collected in talvas (natural depressions) to use after monsoon season and 
reservoirs outlined settlements. In Indian literature, the monsoon season is described 
as a joyous time with rituals that take place. Vernacular homes were built with 25,000 
to 50,000 litre underground cisterns to provide homes and communities with water. 

Thousands of these were sealed during the colonial period. In the 19th-century 
water, harvesting began to decrease due to colonial policies such as the imposition 
of ruinous land tax, land commodification and dismantling community control over 
natural resources. In 1894 the municipality discouraged the use of wells and step 
wells. This was the start of a state-run piped water and sewage system.  At the start 
of the 20th century, mechanised pumps and irrigation were encouraged to increase 
industrialisation. These new technologies pumped out water much faster than previous 
groundwater reserves. The step wells and wells dried up due to the exploitation of 
water from new technologies.  Entering the postcolonial period the focus stayed on 
large infrastructure to distribute water throughout the city. This meant previous water 
systems that worked around ecological cycles were infilled, built over and neglected.83

The future planning of Ahmedabad has little consideration for aquifers. Only 3 of the 
city’s step wells have access to groundwater seasonally today. Governments have put 
effort into preserving already existing large scale step wells.84 

83. Tanvi Jain, “Stepwells of Ahmedabad: Water-Harvesting in Semi-Arid India,” April 8, 2021, https://www.architectural-re-
view.com/essays/water/stepwells-of-ahmedabad-water-harvesting-in-semi-arid-india.
84.Sarah C. Rich, “Rebuilding Rainwater Collection in India,” Smithsonian.com (Smithsonian Institution, May 9, 2012), https://
www.smithsonianmag.com/arts-culture/rebuilding-rainwater-collection-in-india-91752783/.
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Figure 41.  Wetland types. (By author) 

Wetlands 

A wetland consists of a basin, substrate, vegetation, liner, inlet, and outlet to treat and 
process otherwise wasted water for reuse. 85

The substrate consists of a mixture of rock, gravel and sand. In Gujarat, water lilies 
and lotus flowers are typical vegetation in wetlands. A liner is required to seal water 
infiltrating the wetland. There are two main types of wetlands; surface flow where 
the water is visible, much like a pond and subsurface, where the water is below the 
substrate surface and unseen. The latter is commonly used for septic waste. An inlet 
allows water into the wetland and an outlet to collect the water. 86

A wetland would be advantageous in this project to collect water from naturally dyed 
fabrics to be reused elsewhere for washing and watering plants. 

Placing a focus on local smaller-scale community-orientated water collection methods 
and decentralising water systems, citizens would benefit and have more control over 
their water supply. 

85. United Nations Human Settlements Programme, Constructed Wetlands Manual (Kenya: UN-HABITAT, 2008),2 
86.United Nations Human Settlements Programme, Constructed Wetlands Manual, 6 

Informal Settlement Density in Ahmedabad
This map shows the density of Ahmedabad's informal settlements. There is a higher 
density on the west of the river.

Figure 42.  Ahmedabad slum density. (By author )

N

Proposed Site 
Hollywood Basti
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Figure 43.  Ahmedabad textile and garment factories. (By author)  

Proposed Site 
Hollywood Basti

This diagram marks prominent garment factories concerning the site. The majority of 
factories are east of the site similar to the previous map. Therefore a garment related 
business model is beneficial to occupants of this area who cannot travel distances 
for work. 

N

Garment Factories in Ahmedabad The Hollywood Basti

Figure 44.  Chosen site, informal area. (By author) 

The Hollywood Basti is located in the Western area of Ahmedabad. A settlement which 
has many households producing indigenous idols. The settlement is surrounded by 
apartment style developed buildings.  The site has an area of 40,189m2, it has high 
potential to be built up and developed. 

Many of the residents own their own houses, the houses cost 3-4 lakh which is around 
$7k NZD.  Manish who is a resident here lives with his wife, two kids, sister and his 
father sleeps up stairs. He sells watches on the streets to make money and gets 50 - 100 
rupees per watch. He tends to sell 3-4 watches a day however some days he won’t 
sell any. Manish is the primary, dependent earner within the household it is evident 
like many of the other households they would require a further stable income to feel 
supported.

Chetna, another resident, sews clothes from home. Her clothes are produced downstairs 
at ground level. She lives with her children , grandmother and husband. The space is 
dark, cramped and dimly lit. If she were to make a skirt it would give her around 300 
rupees ($6.10 NZD). This seems like an alarmingly low price for a garment which takes 
a day to make. Chetna is an example of someone who is producing clothes for an 
outside factory who delivers work to be completed when needed. Due to the informal 
nature of this it is difficult to create much of a profit at all and ask for higher wages as 
there is competition always for someone to do the job at the cheapest price.87 

87.. Harald Baldr, “What Does a House in an Indian Slum Cost?” (Youtube, February 26, 2019).
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Ahmedabad Informal Housing Types

Figure 45.  Informal Settlement Housing Types 

In Ahmedabad, there are two common types of informal settlement houses. These 
types can be categorised as Pucca and Kutcha. Pucca consists of permanent materials 
such as reinforced concrete and brick. Kutcha consists of temporary materials such 
as galvanised sheets, tarpaulin and bamboo. Chawls in Ahmedabad originally were 
residential spaces built near textile mills for workers. They are situated in eastern 
Ahmedabad predominantly and were established in the late 19th century when 
textile mills were set up. Kutcha housing tends to lack primary household facilities 
such as bathrooms and kitchen facilities. Many Kutcha houses are located along the 
Sabarmati river, in low lying areas and on vacant or government owned land. Many 
of these homes have an insufficient sanitation network. The houses are surrounded 
by waste therefore water borne diseases and malaria are at high risk. There is limited 
access to water, the water they do gain access to can be harmful to drink because of 
contamination which can then result in skin diseases and stomach issues. 88

88. Das, Saudamini, Arup Mitra, and Rajnish Kumar, “Do Neighbourhood Facilities Matter for Slum Housing? Evidence 
from Indian Slum Clusters,” Urban Studies 54, no. 8 (2017): 1890, accessed April 28, 2021, https://www.jstor.org/sta-
ble/26151452.
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Figure 46.  Ahmedabad chosen site. (By author) 
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Hollywood Collony, 
Proposed Site 

Figure 47 shows the percent of health centres available to informal settlements in 
Ahmedabad. The chosen site lies in the 50 - 85% of settlements who do not have 
access to healthcare. This is a high number and indicates many will have to travel 
further to gain medical attention. 

0 - 20% 

20 - 50% 

50 - 85% 

85 - 100% 

Healthcare 

Figure 47. Health Care Ahmedabad. (By author)

Figure 48. Sewing from home 
Figure 49. Alleyway life  
Figure 50. Women cooking 

Entry from Kokilaben Vyas Marg  
Road 

Southern sun 

Entry from settlement 

Entry from University Road 

N

Western prevailing winds 

Site access, sun path, prevailing winds 

Figure 51. Chosen site climatic conditions. (By author)
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1. Kasab Sari Store (Clothing) 
2. Fusion Kidney Hospital (Health) 
3. Bustop 
4. Bustop 
5. Gulbai Tekra Police Choki 
6. Public Bathrooms 
7. State Bank Of India 
8. Kameshwar Mahadev Mandir (Hin-

du Temple) 
9. Ganesh Murti Craft Bazar (Religious 

Idols Craft Market) 
10. The HairMasters University 
11. Mantrana Co- Operative Housing 

Society
12. LD College Of Engineering 
13. GEN Education and Immigration 

Services 
14. Lalbhai Dalpatbhai Museum 
15. St Xaviers Mens College 
16. Jogni Maa Mandir (Hindu Temple) 
17. Dena Bank 
18. Public Bathrooms 
19. Bustop
20. St Xaviers Parish 
21. Jay Jogni Mataji Temple (Hindu 

Temple) 
22. Jay Baniya devi (Hindu Temple) 

Hollywood Basti 
 Ammenities 

N

Figure 52. Chosen site surrounding amenities. (By author) 

Hollywood Basti Site 

Figure 53. Women digging at chosen site
Figure 54. Idol making 
Figure 55. Women learning 

The site is located on the corner of University Road and Kokilaben Vyas Marg Road 
allowing easy access for material deliveries such as cotton. These roads are busy with  
trucks, motorbikes and busses frequently passing through and transporting goods with 
the constant sounds of vehicle horns and people on the roads. 

The craft bazaar on-site sells religious idols and goods that are produced within the 
settlement. Many customers are likely to be passing through the markets allowing for 
increased foot traffic. It would be beneficial for the women to have their own stalls at 
the bazaar and sell their textiles due to increased foot traffic and customers travelling 
across the city. As a collective, this will also provide safety in numbers. During times of 
Covid, the sales of large religious idols have decreased due to restrictions on temple 
visits and mass prayers. This years ‘Ganesha’ festival which worships Lord Ganesh has 
been cancelled, this is a large source of income for idol makers in Hollywood Basti.89 
Each home or community will purchase an idol for the festival and after 10 days they 
are marched in public towards a body of water. Selling the textiles at the bazaar during 
these times will ensure women who work in the cooperative are able to create profit for 
their families as many of their husbands will be working as idol makers. 

The settlement block hosts a mix of informal settlements and apartment housing. The 
informal settlement housing is primarily two-story pucca houses. The Mantrana Co-
Operative Housing Society is within the Hollywood Basti a five-storey apartment with 
commercial retail and hospitality businesses on the ground floor facing University road. 
Across from Kokilaben Vyas Marg Road in Hollywood Basti, the chosen site faces south 
towards a similar style of five-story residential apartments. 

This shows there is a contrast between people occupying Hollywood Basti and in the 
surrounding area. The apartments consist of a majority of middle-class families. The 
informal settlement however consists of many people low income earners. 

89 "Double whammy for the idol makers of Ahmedabad's Gulbai Tekra", The Times of India, accessed July 29, 2021, 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ahmedabad/double-whammy-for-the-idol-makers-of-gulbai-tekra/article-
show/77663521.cms?from=mdr 
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The section through the site shows us there is a relatively low change 
in landscape, less than a metre, providing a flat surface to construct 
on.

Figure 56. Topography Section. (By author)

Figure 57. Site Section. (By author) 
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1. Harihar Bricks Mfg. Company
2. Vinay Bricks  
3. HN bricks 
4. Arbuda Bricks Works  
5. R. G Bricks 
6. J R Refractory 
7. Shree Ganesh Bricks 
8. Shree Jalaram Bricks Manufacturing 

Brick Suppliers 

Figure 58. Local Brick Manufacturers. (By author)  
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EMPOWERMENT

8
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Empowerment in Architecture 

Empowerment might be defined as gaining power and control of one’s life. This 
weaving cooperative proposes to empower women by helping them achieve financial 
independence through education, safety, acquisition of business and weaving skills. 
Alongside developing building skills, the community would be strengthened and women 
assured of greater physical safety in a secure workplace. The design proposes to 
empower women in wider Hollywood Basti community. 

Co-Design 
By implementing methods of co-design and co- building in the cooperative will enable 
women to gain empowerment through active involvement and decision making. In The 
Architecture of Empowerment People, Shelter and Livable Cities, Muhammad Yunus 
argues that empowerment is reached in architecture by effectively understanding the 
needs of humans and addressing their issues 90 He suggests architects should listen and 
work with the poor in the way they work with wealthy clients to develop a design as 
people do not have the same universal experience; gender differences, age, religion 
and caste all factor into how a design might empower people. Including the women 
in the initial design stages will enrich conversations that indicate what materials to use, 
which programmes to prioritise and overall design decisions. Placing value on the 
wants and needs of the women who will work in the cooperative will guide decisions 
that further accommodate their lifestyle, leading to their empowerment. Furthermore, 
having discussions about their work schedules, preferred suppliers, and distribution 
methods will generate a diverse range of ideas to improve the business and the lives 
of the women, their families and the community. Increasing engagement between all 
workers will significantly increase their motivation to continuously refine the cooperative, 
emphasising that their ideas are being heard and valued. Applying co-design 
throughout this project would further empower the women of this cooperative. 

90. Muhammad Yunus Ismail Serageldin eds., The architecture of empowerment People, Shelter and Livable Cities, (London: 
Academy Editions, 1997), 31

Collective Financial Business models 
Collaborating and seeking guidance from existing women's collectives that empower 
women in India will assist this proposed collective to empower these women's lives 
through continuous shared knowledge. The weaving cooperative would  connect with 
existing organisations such as SEWA (Self Employed Women's Association) and Saheli 
Women, which are prominent in Gujarat and specialise in financially empowering low-
income, independent women. 91 These organisations ensure women are paid fairly and 
directly communicate with the clothing suppliers they work with. Guidance from these 
organisations aids women's empowerment as they will learn stakeholder negotiation 
and buying processes.  

Security
Physical Security plays a significant role in feelings of empowerment. Indian architect 
Charles Correa categorises how people move through urban spaces.92 Women’s 
ability to navigate these spaces impacts how vulnerable or safe they feel, indicating 
how to design for their safety.  

1.Private Space 
For private use by families such as cooking, sleeping and storage. Women occupy 
these spaces freely in the comfort and security of their homes. 

2. Semi private 
Spaces for intimate contact such as front doorstep or otlas where families can 
communicate with neighbours. Women occupy these spaces feeling safe but cautious 
of their visibility to neighbours. 

3. Communal Spaces 
Meeting spaces in neighbourhoods where people gather such as village wells and 
alleyways. Women tend to avoid these spaces if men are dominant as this does not 
feel safe. 

4. Larger open space 
Urban spaces occupied by the entire city and public, such as parks. Women will 
approach these spaces with caution depending on time of day or who is occupying the 
space.  93

91. "Amazon's Saheli is a friend in need for women entrepreneurs," The Times of India, accessed September 3,2021,  
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/amazons-saheli-is-a-friend-in-need-for-women-entrepre-
neurs/articleshow/61840914.cms 
92. Helena Ohlsson, “Gendered spaces : a socio-spatial study in the informal settlement Dharavi in Mumbai,” (mas-
ter’s thesis, Blekinge Institute of Technology, School of Planning and Media Design, 2013), 28, http://urn.kb.se/re-
solve?urn=urn:nbn:se:bth-3840
93. Helena Ohlsson, “Gendered spaces : a socio-spatial study in the informal settlement Dharavi in Mumbai,” (mas-

Mathew Carmona discusses in Public Places, Urban Spaces: The Dimensions of Urban 
Design the differences between visual, symbolic and physical access.94 Visual access 
refers to the ability to look into an area before entering it, which provides a sense of 
security. Areas that provide visual access tend to make women feel safer therefore 
empowered to utilise the space. Clear visibility of surroundings breaks down further 
risks of being in an enclosed space with unknown people who could cause potential 
harm. Symbolic access refers to the occupants of the space and whether they are 
perceived as welcoming or of potential risk. This could refer to a group of men drinking 
in an alleyway who are perceived as a threat. Physical access refers to the physical 
ability to enter the space and can also provide a sense of security with gated areas 
and solid walls  that are likely to make  women feel safer. Many informal settlements 
consist of makeshift materials such as tarpaulin that provide visual separation however 
do not protect people from intrusion. Using solid materials,  such as brick, will make 
the cooperative secure, providing empowerment.In Mapping Gendered Spaces 
and Women’s Mobility: A Case Study of Mitathal Village, Haryana Prerna Siwach 
discusses how public spaces tend to be associated with men whereas private spaces 
where domestic duties take place are considered a women's space.95 Siwach argues 
that women occupy spaces where they serve a purpose; within homes, workplaces, 
and where they feel safe. Men can walk freely within public spaces without the risk 
of harassment and abuse. Many alleyways provide a social and communal space 
for men to gather. However, an otla, a transitional space between inside and outside 
where communication takes place, is better suited to women as they are close to home, 
offering more security. In the context of this project, Carmona’s principles of visibility and 
physical access can aid empowerment for women by lighting alleyways and paths to 
create a safer environment and allow for communal spaces in neighbourhoods where 
women can socialise and feel protected.96

ter’s thesis, Blekinge Institute of Technology, School of Planning and Media Design, 2013), 28, http://urn.kb.se/re-
solve?urn=urn:nbn:se:bth-3840
94. Matthew Carmona et al., Public Places, Urban Spaces: The Dimensions of Urban Design, (Oxford: Architectural Press, 
2003), 124.
95. Prerna Siwach, “Mapping Gendered Spaces and Women’s Mobility: A Case Study of Mitathal Village, Haryana”, The 
Oriental Anthropologist: A Bi-annual International Journal of the Science of Man
Volume: 20 issue: 1, (2003): 35, https://doi.org/10.1177%2F0972558X20913680
96. Carmona,  Public Places, Urban Spaces: The Dimensions of Urban Design, 124.

Education 
Education is a key in the empowerment of women,  increasing  employment options  
and providing tools to improve their lives. Throughout the Hollywood Basti and 
many informal settlements in India, numerous initiatives have been implemented to 
educate women and girls who have not received sufficient schooling. Literacy skills 
are taught,and classes on women's issues take place in alleyways, courtyards or 
any available space. This project aims to provide a permanent education space to 
emphasize the significance of education and to foster increased and regular education 
for all the women of the Hollywood Basti. It empowers women in the wider community. 
Equipping women with literacy skills and financial skills can greatly improve their 
employment options. 

Community centre 
The Hollywood Basti lacks communal and social spaces; they are often overlooked 
because they are not regarded as a necessity. In the evenings, alleyways tend to 
be dominated by men as places of social gathering.97 Gambling and drinking are 
common activities, and women will avoid these areas for safety. This project proposes 
a community space within the cooperative, where women can socialise during 
breaks and spare time. This is a flexible space for the cooperative’s admin work. 
Sociability between women is crucial for connection and a sense of belonging and 
empowerment. Isolation is a threat to wellbeing, and the cooperative would allow the 
freedom of casual discussion between women and provide a space in which to bond 
and to seek help. Social space improves mental wellbeing and increases womens’ 
empowerment.During emergencies or situations such as Covid-19 the community 
centre can provide emergency shelter for those in need. Covid - 19 has been a 
significant factor in increasing poverty, unemployment and reducing educational 
opportunities. Opening up the community space for covid testing and vaccines would 
benefit the community. This centre provides versatility as the spaces might  be used as a 
temporary vaccination centre or an emergency relief space, particularly the community 
room. Providing flexible spaces that can respond to disaster relief programmes would 
allow this design to serve the wider community. 

97. Anthony, and Baradi, “City Sanitation Plan, Ahmedabad,” 34 
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Kitchen 
Traditionally in Indian households, women hold the role of cooking for their families; 
therefore, the kitchen is a significant component to women’s empowerment in the design 
of this structure.98 Indian women often prioritise their husbands and children's food 
consumption which can lead to a lack of nourishment for them. Many women working 
in the cooperative will have access to kitchens in their own homes; however, food is 
crucial for the workers and their children to ensure everyone is provided equally to work 
and learn at the best of their ability. Kitchens are often placed at the rear of people's 
homes, providing privacy and outdoor space for the open fire. Designing the kitchen 
with visibility in mind is essential to elevate the status of cooking. Cooking should be 
visible, elevated and celebrated as a skill. In a courtyard-facing cooking area, women 
will be provided with gas cooking equipment instead of customary fires where anything 
between plastic, wood and paper is burnt as it produces less smoke, reduces harmful 
effects on health, and provides convenience and ease of use. 

Bathrooms   
Women frequently experience a lack of security in India, which is heightened in informal 
settlements with the sharing of bathrooms. Toilet blocks within informal settlements 
often lack privacy, suitable waste disposal and maintenance. How women navigate 
alleyways can often be a result of the risks of harm from men.99 Many of these spaces 
are mixed gendered, and women will avoid using restrooms in the evenings or alone. 
In India, research suggests around a quater of girls drop out of school once they begin 
menstruation due to a lack of spaces to clean themselves.100 Hollywood Basti currently 
hosts unisex public bathrooms to the East of the proposed site, see Figure 52. Proposed 
new bathrooms would be accessible exclusivly for the women of the cooperative 
providing security.

98. Theresa Devasahayam,  “Power and pleasure around the stove: The construction of gendered identity in middle-class 
south Indian Hindu households in urban Malaysia,” Womens Studies International Forum 28 (2005): 17,  10.1016/j.
wsif.2005.02.001 
99. Siwach, “Mapping Gendered Spaces and Women’s Mobility: A Case Study of Mitathal Village, Haryana”, 36
100. Aditi Vashisht, Rambha Pathak, Rashmi Agarwalla, Bilkish N. Patavegar, and Meely Panda, “School absenteeism during 
menstruation amongst adolescent girls in Delhi, India,” Journal of family & community medicine, vol. 25 (2018): 167, https://
doi.org/10.4103/jfcm.JFCM_161_17 

Water collection 
Centralised water systems controlled by the city authorities can be unreliable in India 
and costly. To enhance this cooperative's autonomy, a rainwater collection system would 
provide secure access to water directly on-site and take advantage of Ahemedebad’s 
monsoon season. To enhance the design water services are located near each other. 
Large roof surface areas will collect rainwater for underground storage. 

Self - Build 
The empowerment of self-construction is beyond learning skills, it is a community-
building process. Community participation in this cooperative will enable women to 
connect with one another to aid empowerment collectively. In present-day rural India, 
many continue to construct their homes with their own hands. People throughout the 
community from grandparents, mothers, children and neighbours will have involvement 
in the construction. In urban cities like Ahmedabad, there are limited opportunities that 
allow community-building activities such as these to flourish. In this cooperative, women 
will be involved in the construction process through tasks such as laying bricks and 
constructing the earth floors.

Insight into construction will benefit these women for future employment and the 
construction of their own homes. This method will also feed into the co-design approach, 
which gives women further autonomy over the project and confidence that they can 
be part of a larger process. This process will teach skills, strengthen relationships 
and communication with the wider community of suppliers, advertise the project and 
increase the networking success of the cooperative. Being on-site to assist with the 
construction will allow the women to have a stronger connection to the project and their 
future workplace, providing them with a further sense of pride. 

Earth Floors 
This project will teach women earth floor construction skills. Today, many people 
practice  this vernacular construction method in rural India.  The earth floor consists of 
mud, cow dung, ash, straw or paddy fibre and begins with a stone  foundation layer 
of 12-15cm.101 This prevents moisture that is in the ground from travelling upwards. On 
top of this a damp proof course, such as a 6mm polyethene sheet,is laid to prevent 
air-borne vapour from penetrating the floors. Mud placed on top at a thickness of 15-
25cm.102 The mud should be soaked in water for a week before construction to prevent 
fast drying as this can lead to cracks. The floor is then tamped with a wooden tool to 
improve its surface and sealed with 4-5 coats of linseed oil to provide strength and 
waterproofing.  

101. Gernot Minke,  Building with Earth: Design and Technology of a Sustainable Architecture (Germany: De Gruyter, 2013), 
38 
102. Minke,  Building with Earth: Design and Technology of a Sustainable Architecture, 42 

Brick 
The women of this cooperative will acquire skills in bricklaying and other construction 
knowledge that can be passed on to family members to assist in the  construction of 
their own homes, and to assist them to get  future  jobs. Bricks are manufactured readily 
at low cost throughout Ahmedabad, close to the Hollywood Basti. Composed of clay 
and water, they have a low impact on the environment, are durable, and are used in  
vernacular construction.103 Brick is a solid material that will provide optimum security 
between the external public area and the internal secured area of the cooperative. Bricks 
are laid on solid foundations of concrete and mortared together with the help of string 
lines to ensure the bricks are laid level. 

Brick is a solid material that will provide optimum security between the external public 
area and the internal secured area of the cooperative. The bricklaying process starts from 
the ground, bricks are laid where walls are desired on the foundation.104Two wooden 
blocks are used held by string to ensure the bricks are laid straight. Each brick is placed 
with a mortar mix in between to fixate them in place. As the process progresses, extra 
mortar is removed to create a level and clean surface. 

Co-design and self -building facilitate aspects of security, community building, gaining 
of skills, and self-sufficiency that  will empower women to improve their lives and those 
of their families and community. This project emphasizes the importance of community 
building from design to business operation at a grassroots level, for vastly increasing the 
autonomy of women in Ahmedabad’s Hollywood Basti.

103. Bureau of Indian Standards, Handbook on Masonry Design and Construction, 34
104. Bureau of Indian Standards, Handbook on Masonry Design and Construction, 28 

Figure 59. Tamping Earth Floor. (By author) 

Figure 60. Laying Bricks. (By author) 
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Cotton will be brought to the site spun or ready for spinning. The spinning space will house 
an ambar charkh which is a modern version of the spinning wheel. It has played an import-
ant role in keeping khadi relevant in a modern context. It is Ideal for this project as many 
prefer the sense of community this creates. 1.5 x 1.5 sqm needed  Entire space will need 

Spinning 

This area will be similar to a wetroom with various fabrics dyed different colours. They will 
require vats to be heated and space to transfer these long pieces of fabric. Each vat will be 
1 metre in diameter. 1 x 1 sqm needed. The whole room will need approximately  5m x 5m 

Dyeing 

Program Spaces

This program aims to have space for 30 women to participate. This could be at any 
stage of the process. 

Figure 61.  Ambar Chark spinning. (By author) 

Figure 62.  Fabric dyed. (By author)

There will be a vegetable garden on site to produce food for the workers and their children. 
By providing a garden workers will have access to nutritional food on site that can be kept 
together. Vegetables commonly grown in Gujarat such as bitter melon, eggplant, a variety 
of beans and chilis will be grown. This will be in the courtyard. 

Within the space there is to be a space for women to be educated and their children to play. This 
space will double as a communal gathering space to host cultural and religious events. 
Approximately 8m x 9m

Education space

Garden 

As the process of mashru can require around 7 people there will need to be room for 
movement and the long threads of silk and cotton. The space will accommodate five large 
looms in order for various projects to be completed. Approximate size of 10m x 8m 

A space for drying fabrics, this will need to be relatively large in size for 6 metre saris to be 
laid out to dry. Parts of the courtyard will most likely be appropriated to dry the fabric. 
Approximate Size 10m x 4m 

Weaving

Drying 

Figure 63.  Weaving of textiles. (By author) 

The water will be collected off the roofs underground which will be collected in the court-
yard. Water tanks will be approximately 30,000L

There will be a communal kitchen where women can collectively cook and provide food for 
each other. This will require cooking equipment, stoves and a substantial bench top. 

Kitchen 

Figure 64. Chulah stove. (By author) 

Figure 65. Water Tank. (By author )

Water tank 
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Design Approach 

Empowerment 

Self build 

Mass and void exploration 

Visibility 

Revive 

Venacular Architecture

Mashru textile

Regenerate 

Community 

Mashru is a guiding tool to the layout of the design and form as it is an integral and de-
fining aspect of this project. Incorporating design references that stem from the floral and 
geometric patterns allow for the cultural history to be referenced and revived through the 
structure 

Figure 66. Traditional Indian textile motifs 
Figure 67. Influence from fabric patterns to form layout. (By author)

Figure 68. Mashru pattern inspired painting. (By author) 
Figure 69. Influence from fabric patterns to form layout. (By author)
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Figure 70. Pancha Bhoota elements.  (By author) 
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Figure 71. Vastu Shastra program diagram. (By author)

Each program is assigned to an area following Vastu Shastra principles. According to 
Vastu, underground water tanks are to be stored on the Northeast side. Water-based 
programmes such as dying of fabrics have been assigned to the North east to provide 
ease of water collection and align with the principles. Drying occurs next to the dying 
process and relates to the fire element placing it on the East. The kitchen resembles a 
space of heat and fire; therefore, is it placed on the Southeast.  Spinning occurs with 
cotton, which is sourced from the earth, associating it with the earth element and placing 
it on the Northeast; weaving alongside this sits in a position between the dying and 
drying of fabrics. 

It is important for this project to ackowledge the significance religion and spiritual practises 
have in India, whilst this project aims to revive the craft of diminishing textiles it is crucial 
to recognise past architectural practises alongside this to compliment the revival of textile 
crafts. As mentioned previously in chapter five Vastu Shastra is the science of architecture 
and consists of fove elements air, water, fire, earth and space.

The Pancha Bhoota are the five elements and these are known to be the base of Hindu 
spirituality. A balance of these allows humans to live in harmony and balance. These ele-
ments are influential in Vastu Shastra principles.  

Water 
Represents fluidity, tranquility and coolness this allows the feeling of togetherness. 

Fire
Heat, light and energy 

Earth 
Related to the five senses and feelings of solidity and feeling of heaviness, total comfort or 
discomfort. 

Air 
Expressed through the form of movement, 

Space
The feeling of emptiness, lacks heaviness. Creates a lack of warmth and is related to our 
sense of sound. 

In Vastu Shastra each square point symbolises a spiritual force. The grid consists of a man 
crouched over with his head northeast and feet south west. The centre being the focal 
point, the heart. The mandala is known to be the common design principle for Hindu tem-
ples. One of the chief symbolic purposes of the mandala is to represent the different layers 
of the universe – the spiritual realm, the lived environment, the inner experience of man.105

104. Chakrabarti, Indian Architectural Theory 

As mentioned previously mashru is permitted in Islamic culture due to the interwoven 
cotton where silk does not touch the skin. Weaving together arched doorways and jali’s 
which are architectural features prominent in Islamic culture alongside Vastu Sahstra 
principles will represent a reflection of the textiles religious connection and reference the 
wider intercultural society of India.

Figure 72. Islamic architecture. (By author)
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Site

Connection with Site Exploring layout 

These conceptual layouts shows initial placements of the programs.  These forms are guided 
by deconstructing traditional floral and geometric forms of mashru to aid its revival through 
an architectural influence. 

Figure 75 shows the site in context to the surrounding apartments which are five levels tall. 
The road in between is relatively wide with four lanes and many trucks, cars and scooters 
passing through. 

Figure 73. Site access (By author) Figure 74. Form exploration. (By author)  
Figure 75. Sectional mass . (By author) 
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Figure 76. Intial Mass. (By author) Figure 77. Second Mass.  (By author) 
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This second mass layout shifts the dyeing and kitchen spaces together as 
they both benefit from water access and this willl allow the water outlet 
to be placed in this vicinity. The education space remains on the North 
providing distance and safety from the main road.

This initial mass that explores the layout of programme spaces is guided by Vastu 
Shastra with a North East entry point. The weaving spaces are placed along the 
Southern and Eastern sides in close proximity to each other to ease movement 
between these spaces.

Chosen site Apartment
 Buildings 

Kokilaben Vyas Marg  Road 

Road side entry removed for settle-
ment only access 
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Mashru influence 

Figure 78. Cotton 
Figure 79. Silk 

The figures on the left represent cotton as brick forms in their distressed nature with the brick 
protruding out. The silk is interpreted by a smoother brick formation that allows light to pierce in 
through the intentional voids for doorways. Placing the cotton inspired brick jali on the exterior 
wall will allow light and air to filter through mimicking its permeable nature.  

Cotton (external)
Brick Jali  

Silk (internal)
  

Figure 80. Cotton and silk brick form. (By author) Figure 81. Cotton and silk brick influence. (By author)

Mashru is composed of silk and cotton, examining the properties of these two 
fibres it is clear to see their different values as a fabric. Carrying on the idea of 
mashru through the architecture can be emulated by the brick arrangement of the 
structure.

Cotton 106

• Originates from the cotton plant 
• Breathable fibre that does not provide a high rate of insulation 
• Cotton fibres are partially irregular and short, so that endings produce stubs 

in the fabric 
• A heavy duty fibre 
• Absorbent of moisture 

Silk 107

• Originates from the Silk worm 
• A tighter weave producing a more insular fibre 
• Silk fibres are regular, rounded and very long therefore, show no stubby 

ends and feel smooth
• A delicate fibre that requires more care when washing 
• Non absorbent and repellent of moisture 

106. A.R Bunsell., Handbook of Tensile Properties and technical fibres, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, Woodhedge Publishing, 2009), 
55 
107. Bunsell., Handbook of Tensile Properties and technical fibres, 2nd ed, 151  
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The brick jali patterns below take inspiration from mashru patterns. The detailing is prevalent 
in many mashru designs. The addition of the brick jali  provides ventilation and allows light 
to filter internal spaces without overpowering or heating the interior. Figure 83 explores 
brick arches, these doorways are optimal for workers to move between spaces freely 
carrying large textiles.

Brick 

Figure 82. Mashru inspired brick jali. (By author)  Figure 83. Islamic arch sketch. (By author)  

Loom inspired structure 

Looms are a crucial aspect of weaving and provide parallels in a structural sense as Looms are a crucial aspect of weaving and provide parallels in a structural sense as 
they are made of a column and beam like form. The parallel between a loom creat-they are made of a column and beam like form. The parallel between a loom creat-
ing a textile and this cooperative  creating employment and education shows how ing a textile and this cooperative  creating employment and education shows how 
both are creators. Bamboo is a versatile material and the diagonal forms of looms both are creators. Bamboo is a versatile material and the diagonal forms of looms 
translate well with it. These sketches explore loom formations and bamboo structure. translate well with it. These sketches explore loom formations and bamboo structure. 

Figure 84.  Loom structure. (By author) Figure 85.  Forms inspired by loom structure. (By author) 
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Raised floor to prevent damp, monsoon weather, forms that provide shading 

Figure 86.  Concept sketch from looms. (By author) Figure 87. Exploration of bamboo. (By author) 

Roof Form and Water Collection 

Figure 88. Roof collection sketch. (By author) 

Natural ventilation techniques. I have explored some techniques to naturally ventilate 
spaces in hot, dry climates. These wind catchers are popular in the middle east in desert 
like spaces. They catch wind and bring it through the structure naturally cooling the space. 
Ahmedabad’s prevailing winds are from the west therefore the western side of the structure 
could have a wind catcher. The angled pitch of the roof drives air flow through the building 
aiding the cooling effect. I have explored this in Figure 88 and 89. 

Cooling 

Figure 89. Natural cooling methods. (By author) 
 

Column detail 

Bamboo foundation joinery 

Bamboo column to wall 
joinery 
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Floor Plan 1:100 N
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Kokilaben Vyas Marg - Main Road 

Courtyard space allows for fabric to be hung and dried. 

First Iteration 

The first iteration consists of lightweight bamboo screen doors on the interior that ease flow 
between spaces. The education and communal space provide a dividing screen that opens 
up to host community activities. The orange external doors show secure gates for safety. All 
external walls are brick, solid material for security, optimal thermal mass, and woven mashru 
patterns with brick jali details. The drying space has ideal exposure from the southern 
sun with an open courtyard in front of it. The accommodation has seating spaces directly 
outside where women can connect. Accommodation, kitchen and bathrooms have all 
been placed near each other for ease of access. The textile production spaces have been 
placed on the northern end for ease of circulation between them. The dyeing space holds 
four vats for water to be heated at 1x1m. The central courtyard hosts a veggie garden for 
produce. Next to the bathrooms is a proposed water tank. According to Vastu principles, 
water tanks above ground are placed on the Northeast, making this accessible for the 
bathroom, kitchen and textile dyeing areas.

N

Figure 90. First iteration section. (By author)  

Figure 91. First iteration floor plan. (By author) 

Figure 92. First iteration perspective. (By author) 

Figure 93. First iteration second perspective. (By author) Figure 94. Roof structure concept. (By author) 

The roof is angled down towards the courtyard for water collection, water collected will 
service the dyeing of fabrics, kitchen and bathrooms. The roof framing is angled to allow 
heat to rise and escape. 
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Empowerment through visibility 

The following sketches explore empowerment through visibility and security through the 
interior and exterior of the complex and environmental factors. 

An entire exterior wall of brick jali allows optimum levels of light and airflow through the 
building. Women have views into the internal courtyard from the door openings and 
external views through the jali. The external views can provide a sense of security by seeing 
what is occurring externally whilst being in a secure space. However, men from outside are 
on the same level which allows communication through the jali. This could result in unwanted 
communication or outsiders looking into the complex. 

This shows the complex elevated to provide a further sense of empowerment through secu-
rity. Elevation provides security by inhibiting external people from being at eye level to the 
women in the complex. 

Raising the brick jali inhibits any views from external people or the risk of unwanted com-
munication. Thus providing a further sense of security and empowerment to the women 
working. The placement of the jali allows light to filter in and air to flow through the internal 
doors. This placement also reduces the amount of external dust filtering into the complex. 

Internal 
Courtayrd 

Exterior of 
Complex 

Figure 95. Empowerment Through Visibility. (By author) 
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Figure 96. Empowerment through section floorplans. (By author) 

Empowerment through section

The following sketches explore empowerment through section and elevation 
The first section shows the education space elevated by 0.6m. I have decided to 
raise the education space as it emphasises the importance of empowerment through 
education in this project. 

This second sketch raises the entire complex 0.6m from ground level and the work 
spaces are differentiated by the courtyard. The central courtyard becomes emphasised 
as a social space by level change where women can take their breaks, reiteretaing the 
importance of the sociability of this project. This is a place women can come to work 
and also be empowered by feeling connected to the women in their community.

The third sketch shows the proposed education space located on the second level of the 
structure; the sense of elevation provided allows occupants to look over the settlement 
and the cooperative. It also allows them to feel physically distanced from their everyday 
work and domestic duties and places an increased value on education. Women in 
these settlements are unable to prioritise education to further themselves; placed on the 
second level, the education space holds a feeling of empowerment that is detached 
from the surrounding communal and textile spaces below.

Figure 97. Empowerment Through Section. (By author) 
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Open roof for heat to escape and air 
ventilation 

Raised floors to prevent flooding in monsoon

Outdoor otla, social 
space 

Figure 99. Concept sketch of weaving and education space. (By author) 

Form and Material Sketch 

Mashru inspired brick 

Weaving space 

Education Space 

Loom inspired bamboo structure 

Islamic inspired brick arch 

Underground Water tank 
Northeast placement in accordanvce with 
Vastu Shastra 

Sectional perspective sketch 

Figure 100. Concept section. (By author)

Wetland 

Constructing a wetland that catches the waste water from the fabrics that are nat-
urally dyed will allow for reusing to water plants. These sketches show a series of 
ways the room can be designed for this including a downwards sloping floor.

Figure 98. Wetland exploration. (By author) 
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Final Development  

This final development considers empowerment through elevation and the 
surrounding urban context, I have decided to create two levels. The education 
space seems appropriate on the first floor. When children occupy the education-
al space, it will provide safety and distance from textile production. This design 
has an emphasis on previous loom influences through the bamboo structure. The 
drying of fabrics and also utilise the space between bamboo columns. The in-
ternal bamboo screens are removed as they prevent the maximum thermal mass 
from cooling the interior, replaced with bricks providing optimal thermal mass. 
Figure 103 shows consideration has been taken on how employers naviagate 
the space to weave and produce textiles. 

Figure 102. Final design sectional perspective. (By author) 
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Figure 103. Final design floor plan. (By author) 
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Figure 101. Final design sectional perspective 1. (By author) 
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CONCLUSION

10 This project aims to empower women through architecture in the Indian textile industries by 
designing a centre for textile revival focusing on the mashru textile, which is historically significant 
to Gujarat and was worn by Hindu and Muslim cultures, resembling a symbol of unity. Through 
a literature review, it is evident that women’s loss of empowerment is prevalent in Indian society; 
textile craft amplifies this by neglecting the skills women uphold. Dominant control from the 
Global North maintains mass production of fast fashion in India, decreasing centuries of 
traditional textile knowledge. 

This project proposes a design that prioritises women's empowerment through security, 
materiality, skills and visibility and sees the revival of past knowledge. The business model where 
women have ownership over their work and a space for education and skills training allows 
them to be empowered and attempts to make generational changes so their children will not 
suffer in the same way. Exploring existing collective business frameworks and approaches that 
are human-centred allows for an equitable business model that supports the economic, social, 
cultural and environmental wellbeing of textile workers and their communities. Past methods 
of vernacular living inspired a regenerative environmental approach. Design methods include 
traditional Vastu Shastra, materiality, rain collection and wetland processes. Autonomy played a 
significant role in creating an empowering cooperative, explored through independence through 
education, employment and collection of water. The design investigated all aspects of culture and 
climate to provide women with optimal empowerment. 

The collaborative community approach of the project is pivotal, thus reflecting on this project, I 
feel being on-site would have allowed me further to understand the climate, living conditions, 
and culture. This project aims to amplify the voices of these women and their communities, and 
having direct communication with them would have been valuable. Designing this project with 
the community rather than for them is a process that would have made the design fuller. 

Conducting this research from Aotearoa and understanding the conditions through relevant 
sources, this project recognises the oppression of women in textile industries, India, and of 
lower castes. Considering what this project has accomplished, it has successfully designed 
women's empowerment with careful consideration to materiality, visibility, security and form. 
This cooperative prioritises co-design, community building, financial independence, and self-
sufficiency for women to have further autonomy in their lives. 
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Bamboo and Brick Construction Surface flow Wetland Construction

1. Footing 
2. Earth Floor 
3. Masonry Foundation walls 
4. Hard�ll (clay) 
5. Brick wall 
6. Brick Jali 
7. Bamboo wall 
8. Metal �xture at 100mm centres
9. Bamboo column
10. Steel roof truss 
11. Roof insulation
12. Metal Roof  
12. Bamboo 

1. Footing 
2. Earth Floor 
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5. Brick wall 
6. Brick Jali 
7. Bamboo wall 
8. Metal fixture at 100mm centres
9. Bamboo column
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11. Roof insulation
12. Metal Roof  
12. Bamboo

Second floor is held up by a bamboo
column not pictured 
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Płyta szalunkowa Knauf 18 mm
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